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1. Executive summary
This report has been commissioned by the Department of Climate Change and Energy
Efficiency to inform the Coasts and Climate Change Council of the current status of Australian
state and territory laws and policies addressing coastal climate change (CCC) risks, particularly
as they relate to settlements. Our key findings are as follows.

WHAT CCC POLICIES ARE THERE?
Each jurisdiction has policies to manage CCC risks but they vary greatly in scope and detail.
New South W ales, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia have relatively well developed
CCC policies. Western Australia has CCC policies but they cover a limited scope of issues.
CCC policies in Tasmania and the Northern Territory are lacking.
Policies focus on managing CCC risks to new development but provide little guidance on how
to manage CCC risks to existing settlements. Planning for emergency management
requirements in light of CCC risks is generally focused on responding to storms, floods and
other events rather than on the longer term planning impacts of climate change. There are
recently enacted laws in NSW requiring coastal plans to include emergency planning to
accommodate CCC risks.

HOW ARE CCC POLICIES GIVEN LEGAL EFFECT?
CCC risk management policies are contained predominantly in non-binding state-wide policy
documents, but not in state legislation. The principal mechanism for giving legal effect to
existing CCC policies is through the land-use planning system in each jurisdiction. The
different instruments used in the jurisdictions each have a slightly different legal effect,
reflecting the different planning systems in place.
CCC policies are one of many matters to be taken into account by a planning agency when
deciding permitted land uses and, in turn, by a consent authority when determining an
application for development approval. The manner in which CCC risks are dealt with on a
case-by-case basis will be guided by these policies but may not necessarily be consistent with
them, particularly when a development approval is "called-in", that is, decided
by a state planning Minister outside the usual planning process, sometimes with the result that
CCC policies are not required to be considered at all. In most jurisdictions there is little
guidance as to the relative weight that should be given to CCC risk management policies in
decision making processes. Further, current CCC policies do not provide a clear framework in
all jurisdictions for local councils to determine the areas, usually known as "coastal hazard
areas", to which CCC policies will apply.
Overall, this approach leaves a reasonable degree of discretion to the decision maker which
could lead to inconsistencies in decision making, uncertainty and the possibility of legal
challenge. The result is that there is little consistency in the approach to consideration of CCC
risks in land-use decision making across Australia.

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING AND IMPLEMENTING CCC POLICIES?
Because CCC risk management incorporates coastal management, flood risk management and
land-use planning, and each of these is dealt with under different legislative frameworks, there
is no single Minister or agency with responsibility for CCC risk management in any of the
jurisdictions, resulting in overlap in the responsibility for CCC policy making. Further, there is
no uniformity in the division of responsibilities between portfolios for the various aspects of CCC
policy making and implementation across Australia.
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At the state level, developing CCC policy is generally the responsibility of a Minister for the
environment who is responsible for coastal management, and who may also be responsible
for climate change policy more generally. CCC policy may also be developed by a Minister for
planning, particularly when CCC policy is implemented in planning frameworks, and by a
separate Minister for climate change in the jurisdictions where a separate portfolio for climate
change has been established. Flood risk is managed under a variety of portfolios across the
jurisdictions creating further overlap with respect to responsibility for managing flood risks in
coastal areas. Emergency management is the responsibility of a separate Minister for
emergency services in each jurisdiction. Some jurisdictions have state-level coastal agencies
but their role ranges from advisory to more active development and coastal protection.
At the local level, generally local councils are responsible for developing local policies and the
local content of planning instruments. Local councils are often the decision maker for
development approvals, although sometimes development approval decisions are made by the
state Minister responsible for planning. Because each planning system is different, the exact
manner in which these responsibilities must be carried out differs between the jurisdictions.
This complex and sometimes confusing division of responsibilities results in lack of clarity
around roles and responsibilities with respect to the various aspects of CCC policy making and
implementation, and acts as a barrier to a coordinated and consistent response to CCC risks
across Australia.

WHAT RISK PROTECTION STANDARDS ARE BEING USED?
There is no national consistency in the risk protection standards relevant to CCC risk
management. These include concepts of the "coast" (which vary greatly in the landward
boundary applied), sea level rise (SLR) benchmarks (some jurisdictions have mandatory
benchmarks while others do not; state benchmarks vary slightly from 0.8m-1.0m by 2100 but
are not all calculated with reference to the same year) and methods for determining "coastal
hazard areas" (often using SLR benchmarks). Regional factors may account for some of the
different risk protection standards between jurisdictions. Because it is common for CCC
policies, risk assessments and development controls to apply only to areas which local
councils have assessed as a "coastal hazard area" of one type or another, the lack of a
nationally consistent approach could lead to inconsistency in the application of CCC policies
and CCC risk management conditions of development.
Although there is consistency across Australia in broad flood risk event intervals (uniformly a
1:100 average return interval (ARI) event) there is variation between the jurisdictions regarding
the extent to which assessment of these events takes into account the impacts of climate
change in coastal areas. Some jurisdictions, such as NSW , require an additional factor to be
added to the 1:100 ARI level to take account of certain CCC risks in determining the flood
planning
level. As climate change increases the frequency of natural hazard events, planning with
reference to a 1:100 event may need to be adjusted.
Methodologies for assessing CCC risk in some jurisdictions are well developed and could be
adopted in other jurisdictions. Only New South Wales has risk disclosure requirements that
specifically require disclosure of CCC risks.
International examples of CCC risk management approaches suggest that there is a variety of
SLR benchmarks in use and a range of approaches to managing CCC risk internationally.

HOW ARE CCC RISKS TO EXISTING SETTLEMENTS BEING MANAGED?
There is an obvious need to develop policy in each of the jurisdictions regarding the range of
adaptive responses that may be employed in high-risk hazard areas and when each course of
action might be followed. Mechanisms such as planned retreat (for example, by rezoning to
reduce intensity of existing development or compulsory acquisition) and undertaking coastal
protection works (either private or public) will need to be debated at all levels of government
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and by affected communities. Existing use rights and rights to claim for injurious affection are
barriers to using planning frameworks to restrict the intensification of land use and
development in coastal areas as a means of mitigating CCC impacts. International examples
include innovative approaches to managing CCC risks to existing settlements that may have
relevance for Australia.
Planning for emergency management in light of CCC risks is not well developed in most
jurisdictions. There is a need in most jurisdictions for further policy development in this area.

POTENTIAL FOR A NATIONAL APPROACH
This report highlights a number of areas where there are inconsistencies and a lack of a
coordinated approach to the management of CCC risks across the jurisdictions. There may
be regional factors which give rise to some of these inconsistencies. This report highlights
areas which may be considered for the development of a national approach.
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2. Introduction and scope of work
2.1

Introduction
The risks to coastal land and assets as a result of the impacts of climate change are high and
will increase substantially in coming decades if current development patterns continue. Coastal
climate change (CCC) risks include more frequent inundation of coastal infrastructure and
settlements leading to increased damage costs to households and more regular
disruption to service delivery in areas affected by flooding, loss of buffering and productivity of
natural ecosystems, reduced asset life from accelerated erosion and degradation of coastal
land, loss of public and private land through erosion and permanent inundation, greater
expenditure on asset repair and maintenance, and possible reduced access to affordable
insurance cover.
This report has been commissioned by the Department of Climate Change and Energy
Efficiency (DCCEE) to inform the Coasts and Climate Change Council (Council) of the current
extent and status of state and territory laws and policies addressing CCC risks, particularly as
they relate to settlements, in Australia. The Council will advise the Minister for Climate
Change and Energy Efficiency on the potential for the Australian Government to provide
national leadership in this policy area.
Under Australia's federal arrangements, the state and territory governments are responsible
for matters concerning coastal land management, including developing policy and regulatory
frameworks for managing CCC risks. However, in practice, a range of agencies give effect to
these responsibilities and carry out day-to-day management of coastal areas. In particular,
local councils play a crucial role in coastal management, including implementing coastal
climate change adaptation strategies through functions such as planning, development control,
drainage and land management. The difficulties that local governments are currently facing in
carrying out these responsibilities in the face of CCC risks is evidenced by the growing
litigation in response to council decisions in the CCC context and reflected in overwhelming
calls from local governments for a national approach.1
Historically, the Australian Government's role with respect to coastal regulatory and policy
development has been somewhat limited, although a number of policy documents have been
developed over time. Recently, there have been calls for the Australian Government to
provide greater national leadership on CCC adaptation,2 and the Australian Government's
response to these calls indicate support for national policy reform in agreed areas.3
This report provides:
•

a mapping and strategic analysis of current legal and policy mechanisms in place
across the states and Northern Territory to address CCC risks;

•

a snapshot review of risk protection standards that have been employed across the
jurisdictions for different natural hazards;

•

a succinct mapping of current CCC risk management responsibilities; and

•

a summary of key CCC-related legislation and policy for each state and the Northern
Territory (Annexure A).

This report first canvasses the most common policies that address CCC risks (Chapter 3)
before explaining how these policies are given legal effect (Chapter 4). The report then
compares the roles and responsibilities for CCC risk management and decision making in
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 provides a review of risk protection mechanisms and standards
(including international examples) and Chapter 7 examines how CCC risks to existing
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settlements are being managed across Australia. This report concludes in Chapter 8 by
suggesting areas where a national approach may be beneficial.
2.2

Scope of report
The scope of this report was set by the DCCEE's Statement of Requirement (copy provided in
Appendix 4 of this report).
This report provides an overview of state and territory laws and policies but its scope does not
extend to analysis of any Australian Government initiatives or local government regulation
(such as regional plans or local level planning controls and zoning). Regional and local level
policy examples are at times included in this report in cases where state-level policy does not
exist, or is not well developed, in order to give a more accurate picture of the extent to which
CCC risks are being addressed in that jurisdiction. The inclusion of regional and local
examples are not as a result of a comprehensive survey and the scope of this report does not
otherwise cover any laws or policies below state or territory level. In general, the scope of this
report does not include a survey of programs.
In accordance with the DCCEE's Statement of Requirement, the report focuses on coastal
planning, emergency management and coastal protection policies affecting the landward-side
of the coastal zone, and in particular on settlements rather than natural environments.
Accordingly, this report does not include analysis of laws or policies relating to the offshore
marine environment, conservation areas, general natural resource management legislation or
other climate change-related measures that impact on, for example, biodiversity or water
resources that may in turn affect the coastal area. The report does not cover specific ports
legislation in each jurisdiction. Given its direct relevance to coastal risk management, this
report does, however, include reference to floodplain management, which in some states is
included in natural resource management legislation. The scope of this does not include an
examination of property rights or a discussion of liability in respect of CCC decision making.
Emergency management arrangements have been analysed only in terms of how they
address CCC risks in the event of sudden onset natural hazards as a result of extreme
weather events combined with sea level rise (SLR), and how they facilitate adaptation in the
larger context of promoting resilient coastal communities (such as access and evacuation
routes in storm surge events). The focus of the analysis is on preventative and protective
measures (that is, planning and adaptation measures for climate change rather than "after the
event" emergency management responses).
CCC risks, as discussed in this report, include:
•

SLR and the impact of SLR on the coast and coastal processes;

•

coastal hazards such as erosion, storm surges, inundation of low lying areas with sea
water, geophysical risks (landslides) and sand drift, as impacted by climate change,
that is, where the relevant coastal hazard will be exacerbated by climate change; and

•

the cumulative effect of SLR and coastal hazards as exacerbated by climate change.

Information is provided as at 30 June 2011.4
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3. What coastal climate change (CCC)
policies are there?
3.1

Overview
Each jurisdiction has policies to manage CCC risks but they vary in scope and detail. Policies
addressing CCC risks range from very high-level and general policy statements to more specific
policies addressing the impact of CCC risks on new developments, existing settlements,
coastal ecosystems and emergency management issues. In most jurisdictions policies have
been developed since the IPCC's Fourth Assessment Report published in 2007,5 with many
updated polices and guidance documents being released in the last 12-18 months. Many
documents are under review, in draft only or have been recently updated. CCC is, as a result,
a dynamic policy area.
Table 1 sets out the most common policies and the jurisdictions in which they are found. More
detail of CCC risk management policies in each jurisdiction is provided in Annexure A.

Table 1: Common coastal climate change policies
Policy

NSW

VIC

QLD

WA

SA

TAS

NT

Consider sea level rise
and other CCC risks in
coastal management and
planning















Take a precautionary, risk
assessment-based
approach to coastal
management and
development decision
making















Locate and design new
development to manage
(avoid/reduce) CCC risks













•



•

New development
should accommodate
sea level changes
within the life of the
asset
Do not locate new
development where
essential services
cannot be
provided/maintained
(including emergency
access) due to CCC
risks

(locate
only)



*







(to the

(100 year

(first 100

year

planning

years of

2100)

timeframe)

asset life)
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Policy

NSW

VIC

QLD

WA

SA

TAS



*







*

*











•

Use specific land use
zones/overlays to
regulate land use in
coastal risk areas

•

Provide for coastal
hazard setbacks or
buffer zones

•

Use development
standards (including
controlling the bulk,
scale and intensity of
permissible land
uses) to manage CCC
risks



*



•

Prohibit (specified
types of) development
in certain areas
vulnerable to CCC
risks







•

Prohibit new
residential canal
estates





Public funds not to be
used to protect new
development against CCC
risks





Develop adaptation
response strategies for
existing settlements in
high risk areas to
accommodate change
over time

*



•

Reduce intensity of
existing development
in areas vulnerable to
CCC risks



•

Planned retreat from
areas vulnerable to
CCC risks, as
appropriate

•

Protect existing
development from
CCC risks, as
appropriate/necessary

Plan for resilience in
coastal ecosystems to
adapt to climate change
impacts

NT

*



8
7

*





*

9

*

















*



*
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Policy

NSW

VIC

QLD

WA

SA

TAS

NT

Use the most recent
(scientific) information on
climate change impacts in
planning instruments















•

Map/locate vulnerable
areas through risk
assessments and use
information to inform
planning











•

Planning frameworks
should be responsive
to changes in local
conditions and
new/updated
information







•

Address CCC risks in
emergency
management
planning









KEY
 Existing policies directly or indirectly cover this point
* Existing policies do not cover this point specifically but are sufficiently general to support
actions covering this point
Includes information based on review of state and some regional policies and plans (including
where released as drafts), as outlined in the report. Northern Territory responses based on
limited information available.

3.2

CCC risks to be considered in coastal land-use planning
All jurisdictions have, in one form or another, a policy that recommends (and in some cases,
requires) that SLR and other CCC risks be considered in coastal land-use planning. In
addition, all jurisdictions require a precautionary, risk-based approach to coastal management
and development decision making. This reflects the fact that Australia's planning systems
generally require sustainable development or ecologically sustainable development (ESD)
principles to be considered and take a risk-based approach to development assessment. In
addition, the need for up-to-date information about CCC risks is generally recognised and the
focus of much work across the jurisdictions in recent times has been on CCC vulnerability
assessments and mapping.
In broad terms, these policies require local councils or the relevant state coastal agencies to
undertake studies to identify areas susceptible to coastal hazards, taking into account CCC
risks. Once coastal hazard areas are identified, policies generally require the state agencies
and local government to determine the land use of the hazard areas having regard to the
identified risks. The mechanisms and details of calculating the CCC risk impact on hazard
area delineation differ between the jurisdictions and are discussed further in Chapter 5.
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3.3

New development
While all states generally require that new development is located, and mostly also designed,
to avoid or reduce CCC impacts, the extent to which each jurisdiction provides more detailed
policy on how CCC risks should be taken into account in the assessment of new development
varies greatly. There is also variation in the methods to achieve this overall policy goal. For
example, some jurisdictions have policies that require new development to accommodate
predicted SLR within the life of the asset or within a specified (100-year or 200-year) planning
timeframe. At times the requirement is to accommodate SLR in combination with other
coastal hazards (as impacted by climate change), for example, to accommodate or plan for
SLR in combination with a coastal flooding benchmark of 1:100 average return interval (ARI)
and a 1:100 ARI extreme tide event (South Australia). Some policies prohibit certain types of
development in coastal areas (commonly erosion-prone or low-lying areas) or require
setbacks or buffer zones in order to avoid the impacts of CCC risks. South Australia's
standard coastal area planning provisions provide detailed "Principles of Development
Control" which include site and floor level requirements. Other states may have similar
detailed provisions within local plans (outside the scope of this report). Some policy states
that public funds will not be used to protect new development from CCC risks (see also further
discussion at section 7.3).10
Where detailed policy guidance exists, usually through guides and manuals that support
planning provisions, it tends to be focused on technical aspects, for example, how to calculate
a setback or determine a storm tide inundation or erosion prone area. W hile this type of
guidance is essential and provides much-needed assistance to local planners, it also
highlights the lack of policy guidance at a more general level, that is on how the considerable
discretion that exists at the local level should be exercised where CCC risks are present.
In particular, this study has revealed that very little guidance is provided to decision makers on
the relative weighting of CCC risks and the many other competing considerations that are
inevitably present in land use decisions in coastal areas. Having said this, there is a trend
towards policy guidelines providing detailed guidance on risk assessments (discussed further
below at 6.5), sometimes called coastal hazard vulnerability assessments (CHVA), to assist
decision making. Again, while guidance is provided on what these assessments should
contain, there is still considerable uncertainty about when such assessments should be
undertaken and what weight should be given to the results in the relevant decision making
process.
While a review of all state and territory policies with respect to canal estates is outside the
scope of this report, we note that Victoria and New South W ales have adopted policies to
prohibit the development of new residential canal estates. In contrast, W estern Australia's
general planning policies include relatively permissive provisions with respect to the
establishment of new canal estates (DCP 1.8 Canal Estates and other Artificial Waterway
Developments). Because residential canal estates are particularly vulnerable to SLR, such
permissive policies may act as barriers to implementing effective CCC risk management
strategies.

3.4

Existing settlements
Noticeable is the general lack of policies addressing the issue of how to deal with the impacts
of CCC risks to existing settlements. There are some policies that acknowledge the issue in a
general sense and provide, for example, that a hierarchy of adaptive responses are available to
decision makers.
A common policy is that new development should be located within existing settlements in
areas that are not prone to CCC risks. Sometimes further guidance is provided. For example,
a Victorian Advisory Note provides guidance on situations when a CHVA may be required in
relation to development within existing coastal settlements. However, such policies provide little
actual guidance on when, for example, a retreat policy should be implemented. For
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example, the recent Queensland Coastal Plan simply states that a strategy of retreat is
preferred in areas which are under constant threat of erosion. While such a policy appears
appropriate and straight forward on the surface, it hides a number of key issues that will need
to be addressed by relevant decision makers and communities before any action to retreat from
areas no longer viable for permanent settlement (or for particular types of settlement or
infrastructure) is taken. This gap in state and territory policy making may reflect the difficulties
of implementing a retreat policy, including consideration of property rights and compensation
for those affected and the social dislocation and equity concerns that may be voiced by
affected communities.
The use of coastal protection works to manage CCC risks to existing settlements features in
some jurisdictions. Policies commonly limit the situations when public money will be used to
undertake coastal protection works but also envisage that some works will be undertaken by
private land owners at their expense and in accordance with all required approvals. Further
discussion of these policies is provided at section 7.3.
3.5

Emergency management
Planning for emergency management in coastal areas in light of CCC risks is not well
represented in existing policies. Only South Australia and Queensland have developed a
detailed policy response in this area. Further detail is provided in section 7.4.

3.6

The natural environment
All states have policies addressing CCC risks to the natural environment on the coast. A
common policy response is to require buffer zones to allow the migration of natural
ecosystems in line with SLR.

3.7

Summary
Each jurisdiction has policies to manage CCC risks but they vary greatly in scope and detail.
New South W ales, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia have relatively well developed
CCC policies. Western Australia has CCC policies but they cover a limited scope of issues.
CCC policies in Tasmania and the Northern Territory are lacking.
In general, current policies focus on managing CCC risks to new development but provide little
guidance on how to manage CCC risks to existing settlements. Planning for emergency
management requirements in light of CCC risks is not well represented in existing policies.
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4. How are CCC policies given legal effect?
4.1

Overview
This chapter surveys the types of state-level instruments that address CCC risk management
policies in each of the jurisdictions and their legal effect. It examines the extent to which
CCC policies are given effect in: (1) principal legislation (section 4.2); (2) state-wide policies
(section 4.3); and (3) planning frameworks (section 4.4). A jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction
discussion of CCC policies as implemented in each planning system follows in section 4.5.
A more detailed overview of each jurisdiction is also provided in Annexure A. A snapshot of
the types of instruments in each jurisdiction that contain a specific reference to, or explicitly
require decision makers to consider, CCC risks is provided in Table 2 (section 4.6).

4.2

Principal legislation and CCC risks
Generally, CCC risk management policies are not specifically referenced in principal
legislation.
Key legislation in each jurisdiction is set out below.

CLIMATE CHANGE LEGISLATION

COASTAL LEGISLATION
Coastal Protection Act 1979 (NSW)
Coastal Management Act 1995 (Vic)
Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995 (Qld)
Coast Protection Act 1972 (SA)

Climate Change Act 2010 (Vic)
Climate Change and Greenhouse Emissions Reduction
Act 2007 (SA)
Climate Change (State Action) Act 2008 (Tas)

PLANNING LEGISLATION
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW)
Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic)
Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (Qld)
Development Act 1993 (SA)
Planning and Development Act 2005 (WA)
Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 (Tas)
Planning Act (NT)

While New South W ales, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia all have coastal
management legislation, only the coastal legislation in Queensland and New South W ales
specifically references climate change. Since April 2011, the Queensland Coastal Protection
and Management Act 1995 has required the relevant Minister to consider the effect of climate
change on coastal management when preparing Queensland's state coastal management
plan. Since 2010, the New South Wales Coastal Protection Act 1979 has required climate
change to be taken into account in preparing the local coastal zone management plans.
Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania have climate change specific legislation. The focus of
this legislation is generally on climate change mitigation rather than adaptation, and is pitched
at a high strategic level with little or no mention of CCC risks. However, in each case the
legislation establishes key responsibilities for climate change issues and provides much
needed profile for climate change issues, including climate change adaptation. For example,
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South Australia's Climate Change and Greenhouse Emissions Reduction Act 2007 (SA)
provides a broad direction for climate change action in South Australia and provides that the
Minister for Climate Change should seek to develop policy promoting or implementing
measures to facilitate adaptation to climate change. The Minister is required to have regard to
the most up-to-date scientific research on climate change in carrying out this function. Notably,
Victoria's Climate Change Act 2010 (Vic) requires the Victorian Minister responsible for
endorsing the Victorian state coastal policy to consider climate change, thereby creating a
similar result to that in Queensland under its coastal legislation.11
All states have planning legislation but none specifically reference climate change in the
principal legislation itself. In some cases, planning legislation may indirectly require CCC risks
to be considered. For example, in New South W ales, the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) requires consideration of coastal plans prepared under the
Coastal Protection Act 1979 (NSW) which are required to address CCC risks. In addition, CCC
risks may be relevant considerations because decision-makers are required to consider
principles such as sustainable development, sustainable management or ESD. As a general
proposition, planning legislation in each jurisdiction requires decision makers to further such
principles. This allows decision makers, where relevant, to take into account climate change
risks and issues such as the precautionary principle and intergenerational equity, both relevant
to CCC risk management. However, this approach leaves a lot of discretion with the decision
maker creating uncertainty and a greater likelihood that decisions may be challenged. Recent
court decisions suggest that decision makers run a substantial risk of a successful challenge to
their decision if they do not consider CCC risks when coastal land is affected.12
The implementation of CCC risk policies through planning systems is discussed further at
sections 4.4 and 4.5.
4.3

State-wide policies
The most common approach across Australia has been to address CCC risks in state-wide
policies, both coastal and climate change specific. In addition, all states have developed
guides or manuals that specifically address CCC risks, at times providing very detailed
guidance and methodologies for implementation of CCC risk policies.
Historically, South Australia was the first state to implement specific coastal climate change
policies and it did this through its coastal management framework. In 1991, the South
Australian Government endorsed policy developed by the Coast Protection Board which set
benchmarks for SLR, coastal flooding and extreme tide events. These benchmarks were
incorporated into the South Australian planning system in 1994 and have informed the
development of coastal management, climate change and planning policy in South Australia
since that time. South Australia now has a well-developed CCC risk management
framework.
Other jurisdictions have followed this lead to a greater or lesser extent. Each jurisdiction has a
jurisdiction-wide coastal policy, but not all of these address CCC risks (see Table 2, at section
4.6). All states have guides or manuals that specifically address CCC risks, at times providing
very detailed guidance and methodologies for implementation of policies. Each jurisdiction
has climate change specific policies that at the very least recognise the specific risks that
climate change poses to the coast. There is a focus on identifying and mapping vulnerable
coastal locations to provide information for local councils who have the role of implementing
CCC risk policies in planning schemes, most often through the use of coastal or hazard zones.
In some jurisdictions, climate change specific policies and plans have strengthened, and
added further detail to, CCC risk policies contained in state-wide coastal strategies.
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The current status of state-wide policy instruments that address CCC risks, in summary, is as
follows:
•

New South W ales has a state-wide coastal strategy, the NSW Coastal Policy (1997).
This policy is supported by guides and statements which address CCC risks and set
SLR benchmarks. These include the NSW Sea Level Rise Policy Statement (2009),
Coastal Risk Management Guide (2010), Sea Level Rise Benchmarks in Coastal Risk
Assessments (2010), Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans
(2010), Floodplain Development Manual – Practical Consideration of Climate Change
(2007) and Floodplain Risk Management Guide (2010).

•

Victoria has a state-wide coastal strategy, the Victorian Coastal Strategy (2008),
required under the Coastal Management Act 1995 (Vic). The Victorian Coastal
Strategy recognises climate change as one of the three key coastal management
issues and sets a SLR benchmark of not less than 0.8 metres by 2100. It provides
detailed policy direction on a range of CCC issues affecting new development.
Victoria has several non-statutory guidelines on the implementation of its SLR
benchmark and management of CCC impacts.

•

Queensland has a state-wide coastal strategy, the State Coastal Management Plan
(2002) made under its Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995 (Qld). An
updated state-wide plan, the Queensland Coastal Plan (2011) is anticipated to come
into effect towards the end of 2011. The 2011 Plan has a greater emphasis on CCC
risks and includes the requirement to plan for a SLR benchmark of 0.8 metres by
2100, and an increase in maximum cyclone intensity of 10% by 2100. The 2011 Plan
is supported by detailed guidance provided in the Queensland Coastal Hazards
Guideline (2011) and the Queensland Coastal Plan: State Planning Policy for Coastal
Protection Guideline (2011).

•

Western Australia released State Coastal Planning Policy (State Planning Policy 2.6)
in 2003 to deal with the development and land use issues relating to coastal
protection and management. It recognises CCC risks and includes SLR as a variable
in calculating physical process setback factors with an SLR benchmark of 0.38 metres
by 2100 measured from 2000 sea levels. In 2010, the Western Australian Planning
Commission (WAPC) recommended that the SLR benchmark be amended in the
Position Statement – State Planning Policy No. 2.6 State Coastal Planning Policy
Schedule 1 Sea Level Rise which was based on findings in the technical paper, Sea
Level Change in Western Australia: Application to Coastal Planning. The
recommended SLR benchmark in the Position Statement is 0.9 metres by 2110
measured from 2010 sea levels. The Position Statement has been adopted by the
WAPC.

•

South Australia has a state-wide coastal strategy, Living Coast Strategy for South
Australia (2004). It also has a number of coastal management policies developed by
the Coast Protection Board under the Coast Protection Act 1972 that apply state-wide
and set a SLR benchmark of not less than 0.3 metres by 2050 and 1.0 metres by
2100, a coastal flooding standard of 1:100 ARI and a 1:100 ARI extreme tide event.
South Australia also has a number of detailed guidance documents. Detailed coastal
and emergency management chapters are included in South Australia's draft climate
change adaptation framework, Prospering in a Changing Climate: A Draft Climate
Change Adaptation Framework for South Australia (December 2010), and coastal
climate change specific objectives are included in its Tackling Climate Change: South
Australia's Greenhouse Strategy 2007-2020.

•

Tasmania does not have specific coastal management legislation but has the
Tasmanian State Coastal Policy (1996). The policy recognises CCC risks in a limited
manner but does not provide any state-wide benchmarks.
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•

The Northern Territory has a territory-wide coastal policy, the Northern Territory
Coastal Management Policy (1985), which appears to be largely defunct. The Darwin
Harbour Strategy (2010), made under the Northern Territory Coastal Management
Policy, acknowledges potential climate change impacts including SLR, increased
cyclone intensity and increased extreme weather events. The Northern Territory has
no specific coastal management legislation.

New South W ales, Victoria, Queensland and South Australia all have well developed highlevel policies to respond to CCC risks. Western Australia has policies but they are limited in
scope. In contrast, the policy response in Tasmania and Northern Territory is relatively
undeveloped at state/territory level. Having said this, Northern Territory has recently
updated its policies with respect to the Darwin Harbour area, which covers the majority of
settlement in the Northern Territory, to include CCC risks.
As a general rule, the policies referred to above are not binding in themselves but rely on
being incorporated into, and given effect within, the planning system in the relevant
jurisdiction. Section 4.5 (below) sets out the legal effect of each of the key policy instruments
referred to above.
4.4

Giving legal effect to CCC risk policies in planning frameworks

(a)

Overview of planning frameworks
CCC risk management policies contained in state-wide policy documents are given legal effect
primarily through the land-use planning system in each jurisdiction. The states have not
amended planning legislation to deal specifically with CCC risks, but instead have used the
available mechanisms within each planning system to incorporate and give effect to CCC risk
management policies.
Each jurisdiction has a different land-use planning system. Each system is complex and
involves a division of responsibilities between state government Ministers, agencies and local
councils (roles and responsibilities are discussed further in Chapter 5). In general terms,
however, the planning system in each jurisdiction involves the preparation of state, regional and
local planning instruments.13 These instruments determine the kinds of development that can
be undertaken on land; whether planning approval is required; the standards which must be
employed or taken into account when deciding whether to approve particular development
applications; and the conditions which can attach to a development approval. Planning
frameworks set out the relevant considerations for decision makers when making or amending
planning schemes and when considering applications for development approval. Local councils
are usually the consent authorities for development applications, but for larger developments of
state significance the states have regimes which require state government assessment and
approval.
Annexure A provides more detail of the planning system in each jurisdiction.

(b)

How are CCC risks implemented in planning frameworks?
In summary, the CCC risk management policies identified in the previous sections are given
effect in planning systems by:
•

being implemented in planning policies and strategies directly;

•

being matters that are considered when planning schemes are drafted or updated with
the result, for example, that planning scheme provisions are consistent with those
policies;

•

being matters that are taken into account by decision makers when considering
development approval applications; and
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•

being matters that inform the conditions that attach to the grant of a development
approval.

The exact manner in which this occurs varies depending on the jurisdiction and is discussed
on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis at section 4.5.
(c)

When are CCC risks taken into account in decision making?
The vagaries of each of the planning systems and the type of decision making involved in
land-use planning means that even where CCC policies are contained in planning
instruments, there is no consistency in the approach to considering CCC risks in development
approval decisions.
The Productivity Commission made the following comments in a recent (2011) report on
Australia's planning systems:
The regulations and agencies involved in planning, zoning and development assessments constitute one of
the most complex regulatory regimes operating in Australia. This regulatory system is not like other
regimes which have a clearer delineation between policy making, regulation writing and administration.
Because some important policy issues are not fully resolved during strategic and structure planning, de
facto policy-making occurs during development assessment and rezoning where significant discretion is
exercised. In addition, the planning and zoning regime also has a number of 'special' agencies and
processes as an alternative to the standard path to development approval at the local council level.14

These comments are borne out in the context of policy making for CCC risks. Because
principal legislation is largely silent on when CCC risks are to be considered by decision
makers, and what weight they are to be given, much is left to local councils when exercising
discretion with respect to an individual matter, be it a rezoning or other planning scheme
amendment, or a development assessment. Further, with the exception of Victoria (discussed
below at section 4.5), existing CCC risk management policies and guidelines provide little
guidance on the relative weight to be given to CCC risks in decision making processes. While
land-use planning is inherently a case-by-case matter, the lack of a clear decision-making
framework results in an ad-hoc approach to the consideration of CCC risks.
In addition, the ability for an individual development (usually of state or regional significance) to
be "called-in" by the relevant Minister, with the result in most jurisdictions that the development
is not assessed by reference to the applicable planning scheme, creates the possibility that
CCC risks will not be considered at all for major developments, even where this is required
under the relevant planning provisions. In Tasmania, such provisions not only
allow a development to be approved where it is inconsistent with relevant planning scheme
provisions, but also require that the relevant planning scheme be amended to remove the
inconsistency once the development has been approved. Accordingly, even where planning
instruments adopt CCC risk management criteria, in a given case they might not be applied
creating further inconsistency in the approach to CCC risk decision making.
It is important also to note that, as a general rule, the location of particular zones or overlays is
at the discretion of the local council. Zones and overlays generally contain the provisions that
set out the requirement to obtain a development approval and, in some cases, may prohibit
certain development in that zone or area. This is important because consideration of CCC risks
in development approval processes will only be triggered where there is a requirement to obtain
a development approval in the first place. If no development approval is required, there will be
no assessment of CCC risks, nor any opportunity to impose conditions on any approval granted
which seek to avoid, remedy or mitigate such risk. This survey has shown that the majority of
existing CCC policies at state level do not provide a clear framework for local councils to
determine the areas, usually known as "coastal hazard areas", to which CCC policies should
apply.15
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(d)

Mandatory risk assessments
As already noted, all of the planning frameworks in Australia take a risk-based approach to the
assessment of new development. As a general rule, where a particular development is required
to obtain an approval under a merits-based assessment process a development application
must be assessed against the provisions of the relevant planning scheme. Accordingly, to the
extent that CCC risks are addressed in the relevant planning scheme provisions, a CCC risk
assessment will be mandatory. However as discussed in the previous section, there are
instances where the assessment of CCC risks may be avoided. Where CCC risk assessment
is required, the relevant decision maker must evaluate whether the impacts of climate change
can be mitigated or managed. This evaluation informs the exercise of discretion by the
decision maker in the grant of a development approval and the conditions subject to which any
approval be granted.
A risk-based approach is also used by local councils when defining coastal hazard areas in
planning instruments (often referred to as a CHVA). Because until recently state-wide policies
have only contained broad policy statements requiring SLR to be taken into account without
specifying a particular SLR benchmark (with the notable exception of South Australia which has
had a SLR benchmark since 1991), the projected SLR used in CHVAs has been left largely to
the individual local council undertaking the assessment. This has led to different SLR figures
being adopted by different local councils with the result that designated coastal hazard areas,
where they exist, have been defined using different standards. This is important because, as
already noted, a common approach is that CCC risk polices only apply in designated coastal
hazard areas. Many of the states have recently moved to establish SLR benchmarks to ensure
consistency within the state.16

(e)

Flood risk management
In each jurisdiction there is a separate regime for floodplain management which includes the
identification of areas likely to be affected by flooding, enables the preparation of flood
management plans and requires approvals for development on floodplains. Generally, flood
risk areas identified through these processes are implemented in planning schemes and
building codes. For example, local councils may identify flood risk areas through zones or
overlays within planning schemes and impose particular requirements on development in those
areas. Further detail on the standards being used across the jurisdictions is provided in
Chapter 6 and Table 4 (located at Appendix 1).

4.5

Summary of CCC policies in each jurisdiction's planning system
An explanation of how instruments containing CCC risk policies are implemented in the
planning system for each jurisdiction and the legal effect of each of the key instruments is now
discussed. Appendix 2 contains a summary of the hierarchy of planning instruments in each
jurisdiction.
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NEW SOUTH WALES
Key legislation and policy documents in New South Wales and their legal effect

New South Wales
Coastal Policy 1997
must be given effect
to in planning
schemes

Floodplain
Development
Manual 2005
must be given effect
to in planning
schemes

Floodplain Practical
Guidelines 2007
guidance only
schemes

Coastal Planning Guideline:
Adapting to Sea Level Rise 2010
guidance only but may in practice
be taken into account in
determining development
applications
Coastal Protection Act
Amendments/ CZM Plans 2010
must be taken into account in

rd

th

3 IPCC
Report 2001

Coastal
Protection Act
1979 (NSW)
EP&A Act 1979
(NSW)
Coastline Management
Manual 1990
must be given effect to
in planning schemes

4 IPCC
Report 2007

Greenhouse Plan 2005
no legal status,
guidance only

Sea Level Rise Policy
Statement 2009
must be given effect to
in planning schemes
and CZM plans

Coastal Risk Management
Guide 2010
Floodplain Risk
Management Guide 2010
must be given effect to in
planning schemes

The NSW Government has made a range of policies which relate to the development of coastal land
and require CCC risks to be specifically considered in the processes for developing coastal land.
The NSW Coastal Policy (1997) sets a framework for coastal management in NSW . It applies statewide except for the urban areas of Sydney, Newcastle, Illawarra and Central Coast regions. The NSW
Coastal Policy provides little guidance on the management of CCC risks. The Policy must be given
effect to in planning schemes made under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW)
(EP&A Act).
The Coastline Management Manual (1990) (Manual) assisted local councils in carrying out their coastal
planning responsibilities, and in particular, provided guidance for managing coastal hazards. The Manual,
in its 1990 version, required climate change impacts to be considered. In 2010, the Coastal Risk
Management Guide provided for the 2009 NSW Sea Level Rise Policy Statement to be incorporated
into the Manual. This provided specific SLR benchmarks to be used in identifying hazard risk
areas. The Coastal Risk Management Guide provides specific guidance for incorporating SLR
benchmarks into coastal hazard assessments required under the Manual.
The Manual has recently been replaced by the Guidelines for Preparing Coastal Zone Management Plans
(2010) under the Coastal Protection Act 1979 (NSW) (CP Act). The CP Act requires coastal zone
management plans to address CCC risks in accordance with these guidelines, including the SLR
benchmarks from the 2009 NSW Sea Level Rise Policy Statement.
The Floodplain Development Manual (2005) was also updated by the Floodplain Risk Management Guide
(2010). It requires SLR benchmarks to be used in the modeling of the projected flood planning area
assessments under the Manual and for development purposes. It also provides further guidance on how
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to incorporate SLR into relevant studies. The Floodplain Development Manual - Practical Consideration of
Climate Change (2007) provides detailed guidance in incorporating CCC risks in floodplain risk
management studies. In addition, the NSW Coastal Planning Guideline: Adapting to Sea Level Rise (2010)
provides detailed policy on managing CCC risks and methodologies including adopting the SLR
Benchmarks. These Manuals and Guides must be given effect to in planning schemes under the EP&A Act.
Relevant decision makers for development approvals are required to take into account climate change and
SLR as part of the decision making processes under Parts 4 and 5 of the EP&A Act. Under Part 4,
decision makers are specifically required to take into account the provisions of applicable coastal zone
management plans (CZM Plans) prepared under the CP Act in accordance with the guidelines. Decision
makers are also required to consider planning instruments, matters affecting the environment and the
public interest and this would include the relevant Manuals and Guides where no CZM Plan is in place. In
addition, case law recognises the growing importance of climate change as part of the considerations of
ESD in determining development applications under the EP&A Act. The "public interest" may also include
the Guidelines which state that consent authorities are to take into consideration the location of a
development site in relation to coastal risk areas, the NSW Sea Level Rise Policy Statement (2009),
including the Benchmarks, the level of risk associated with the type and extent of development proposed,
whether the development can achieve the planning criteria including for a defined period of time,
whether the development incorporates appropriate management responses and adaptation strategies,
issues raised in public submissions, and advice from public authorities.
Under Part 5 of the EP&A Act, the determining authority is required to consider the impact of the proposed
development on the environment "to the fullest extent possible" and any impact on coastal processes and
coastal hazards, including those under projected climate change conditions. In certain circumstances,17 a
public authority must obtain the concurrence of the Minister if it proposes to carry out any development in
the coastal zone, or proposes to grant an approval to carry out any development in the coastal zone.
Local councils are required to include details of coast hazard risks as declared by the Minister under the
CP Act applicable to the land (current, 2050 and 2100 risks) in planning certificates issued under the EP&A
Act.
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VICTORIA
Key legislation and policy documents in Victoria and their legal effect
Victorian Coastal Strategy
2008 (third iteration)
must take all reasonable
steps to give effect to
Victorian Planning
Provisions 2008
provisions must be
considered

Coastal Spaces 2006
must consider as
relevant
rd

3 IPCC
Report 2001

Coastal
Management Act
1995 (Vic)
Planning and
Environment Act
1987 (Vic)

DSE Advisory Note:
How to Consider a
sea level rise along
the Victorian Coast
(undated)
no legal status,
guidance only

th

4 IPCC
Report 2007

Ministerial Direction No
13 "Managing Coastal
Hazards and the
Coastal Impacts of
Climate Change" 2008
must have regard to
DPCD Practice Note "Managing
the coastal hazards and the coast
impacts of climate change" 2008
no legal status, guidance only

Climate Change Act
2010 (Vic)

The Victorian Coastal Strategy 2008 (VCS) is the principal state-wide coastal planning policy for
Victoria. When exercising a function under an Act or carrying out land management on behalf of the
Crown, relevant decision makers must "take all reasonable steps to give effect to" the VCS. This
includes development of planning scheme provisions and in development approval decision making.
This requirement ensures that the CCC risk management policies set out in the VCS are given effect to,
as much as possible, in land-use and development decisions throughout Victoria, in both planning
scheme provisions and development approval decision making.
In December 2008, key VCS policies relating to CCC were incorporated into the state-wide provisions
of Victoria's planning system (the Victorian Planning Provisions or VPPs) under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 (Vic) (PE Act), which regulates Victoria's planning system. The VPPs relevant to
climate change are now contained in Clause 12.02-1 "Protection of coastal areas", Clause 13.01-1
"Coastal inundation and erosion" and Clause 11.05-4 "Climate change, natural hazards and community
safety" (collectively, the CCC VPPs). These policies include the following hierarchy of principles for
coastal, estuarine and marine planning and management, as provided for in the VCS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

provide for the protection of significant environmental and cultural values;
undertake integrated planning and provide clear direction for the future; and
ensure the sustainable use of natural coastal resources.
When these principles have been considered and addressed:
ensure development on the coast is located within existing modified and resilient
environments where the demand for development is evident and the impact can be
managed.
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This hierarchy of principles is one of the few examples of a clear decision-making framework which
provides guidance on the relative weight to be given to CCC policies.
The VPPs also contain standard zones and overlays which a local council can elect to apply to areas of
land within its municipality. There are no existing VPP zones or overlays that are specific to the coast. A
number of overlays address risks relevant to the coast, but again they are not coastal specific and do not
contain any measures to address CCC risks. Some local councils have included CCC risk management
policies in zones and overlays applied to areas within their relevant municipality. Accordingly, because
zones and overlays contain the provisions setting out when a planning permit will be required, in Victoria
there is no standardised requirement to obtain a permit triggered with reference to the land being
coastal land or CCC risks specifically.
VPPs form part of all local planning schemes across Victoria and, as a result, must be considered by
the responsible authority before deciding on a development approval application. Accordingly, the CCC
VPPs must be considered. In addition, "any significant effects … which the responsible authority
considers the environment may have on the use or development" must be considered.18 This allows
CCC risks to be considered as relevant. In addition, "if the circumstances appear to so require", any
strategic plan, policy statement, code or guideline which has been adopted by the government may also
be considered.19 Again, this allows decision makers to take into account CCC policies.
The VCS provides that planners should have regard to the following when preparing coastal planning
schemes, coastal action plans and coastal management plans, where appropriate: Victorian Coastal
Strategy (2008); Coastal Spaces (2006); Melbourne 2030: planning for sustainable growth (2005) and
Planning for all of Melbourne: the Victorian Government response to the Melbourne 2030 audit; Great
Ocean Road Region Strategy (2004); regional catchment strategies; approved coastal action plans and
management plans under the Coastal Management Act 1995 (Vic); and other approved management
plans such as management plans for marine national parks and sanctuaries. To achieve this, the CCC
VPPs require decision makers, as relevant, to consider these documents.20 These documents are also
able to be considered at the discretion of the relevant decision maker.21
The PE Act allows the Minister to issue directions and planning authorities "must have regard to" any such
Ministerial direction when preparing a planning scheme or amendment to a planning scheme.22 Ministerial
Direction No. 13, "Managing Coastal Hazards and the Coastal Impacts of Climate Change", which applies
to any planning scheme amendment that provides for the rezoning of non-urban land for urban use and
development of coastal land, requires the relevant planning authority to provide an assessment of the
extent to which the proposed planning scheme amendment is consistent with the CCC VPPs and
addresses CCC risks. In practice, this creates a mandatory requirement to undertake such an
assessment. This assessment will be considered by the Minister when formally approving any relevant
planning scheme amendment.
More generally, when preparing a planning scheme or amendment, a planning authority "must have
regard to" the VPPs and "must take into account any significant effects … which the planning authority
considers the environment may have on the use or development".23 Again, this allows the relevant
decision makers to consider CCC risks to the proposed development.
Victoria also has two non-binding, guidance documents issued by Victorian government departments: a
Department of Planning and Community Development General Practice Note: Managing the coastal
hazards and the coast impacts of climate change (2008) and the Department of Sustainability and
Environment's DSE Advisory Note: How to consider a sea level rise along the Victorian coast. These
documents can be considered at the discretion of the relevant decision maker in relation to planning
scheme amendments and development assessments.
Victoria's planning system applies to both the use and development of land. Thus, potentially, the
provisions set out here apply to both existing and future development.
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QUEENSLAND
Key legislation and policy documents in Queensland and their legal effect

Queensland Coastal
Plan 2011
decision makers
must take the
relevant aspects of
the Plan into
account
rd

3 IPCC
Report 2001

Coastal Protection and
Management Act 1995

Queensland
Coastal Processes
and Climate
Change 2011
no legal status,
guidance only

th

4 IPCC
Report 2007

Sustainable Planning
Act 2009
Climate Q: toward a
greener Queensland
2009
no legal status,
guidance only
State Coastal Management Plan
Coastal Hazards Guideline 2011;
2002
Queensland Coastal Plan: State
Planning Policy for Coastal
decision makers must take the
Protection Guideline 2011
relevant aspects of the Plan into
guidance; can be used to assist
account
in interpreting the Queensland
Coastal Plan

At present, Queensland's primary coastal policy is the State Coastal Management Plan 2002 (State CMP)
made under the Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995 (Qld). The State CMP recognises
the potential impacts of climate change on the coastal zone, including SLR, more extensive storm tide
flooding and more frequent severe storm events (including cyclones). Four regions of Queensland –
Wet Tropical Coast, Cardwell-Hinchinbrook, Curtis Coast, and South-east Queensland – also have
regional coastal management plans (Regional CMPs). According to these regional policies, local
governments and other relevant planning agencies should take account of, and incorporate climate
change data into, relevant decision making.
The State CMP and Regional CMPs have the statutory effect of state planning policies under
Queensland's planning legislation, the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (Qld) (SPA), and decision makers
must take the relevant aspects of each into account when assessing a development application.24
In April 2011, the Queensland Government released the Queensland Coastal Plan, which will replace the
current State CMP and Regional CMPs. The Plan gives significantly greater consideration to climate
change impacts than the State CMP. It consists of a State Planning Policy for Coastal Protection (SPP)
for planning and assessment decisions made under the SPA. The SPP will prevent certain types of
development from occurring within coastal hazard areas. The SPP also includes a requirement for
adaptation strategies to be prepared and reflected in local planning instruments for urban localities that are
projected to be within a high coastal hazard area. A risk assessment will be required for development in a
medium hazard area to demonstrate adverse coastal hazard impacts are mitigated.25
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The Queensland Coastal Plan is supported by coastal hazard area maps which show areas projected to be
at risk up to the year 2100. The maps factor in climate change impacts including a SLR of 0.8m and a
10% increase in maximum cyclone intensity. The coastal hazard maps are a key tool for land use
and development planners and coastal managers in making appropriate decisions regarding development
on the Queensland coast and determine where coastal hazard policies apply. The Queensland Coastal
Plan is anticipated to take effect late 2011.
Detailed guidelines have been issued to supplement the Queensland Coastal Plan. The Queensland
Coastal Plan: State Planning Policy for Coastal Protection Guideline includes guidance on undertaking the
risk assessments required under the SPA and provides a methodology for preparing a shoreline erosion
management plan. The Queensland Coastal Hazards Guideline provides background information about
coastal hazards, and detailed guidance and methodologies for determining areas at risk from coastal
hazards using SLR predictions. It is anticipated that "Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy Guidelines"
will also be released to provide operational guidance to local governments in preparing and
implementing adaptation strategies. The various guidelines are not binding but can be used as guiding
material for the purposes of interpretation of the Queensland Coastal Plan.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Key legislation and policy documents in Western Australia and their legal effect
Greenhouse Strategy 2004
no legal status, guidance
only
Planning and Development
State Planning Policy No 2.6:
Act 2005 (WA)
State Coastal Planning Policy
2003
Coastal Protection Policy for
local council must have "due
Western Australia 2005,
regard" in preparing local
updated 2011
planning scheme – can be
Department of Transport
directed by Minister to make
rd

3 IPCC
Report 2001

Country Coastal
Planning Policy –
DCP6.1 1989
no legal status,
guidance only

th

4 IPCC
Report 2007

State Planning
Policy 2: Environment
and Natural Resources
2002
local council must have
due regard to policy in
preparing local
planning scheme
Coastal Planning &
Management Manual:
Coastal Zone
A Community Guide for
Management Policy
Protecting and Conserving the
2001
Western Australian Coast 2003
no legal status,

Position Statement –
State Planning Policy No. 2.6
State Coastal Planning Policy
Schedule 1 Sea Level Rise 2010
no legal status, guidance only

guidance only
no legal status, guidance only

The key policies dealing with the incorporation of climate change risks into coastal development in Western
Australia are the State Planning Policy 2: Environment and Natural Resources (2002) and State Planning
Policy No. 2.6: State Coastal Planning Policy (2003) (State Coastal Planning Policy). The State Coastal
Planning Policy is made under the Planning and Development Act 2005 (WA). It is required to be given
"due regard" in preparing local planning schemes and is relevant in determining planning approval
applications under the planning and development system throughout Western Australia. The Minister can
also require a local government to prepare and submit for the Minister's approval an amendment to a local
planning scheme for the purpose of making it consistent with a State planning policy. The State Coastal
Planning Policy requires that regional and local planning schemes and development applications should
ensure that a coastal management plan is prepared and implemented, development is located in suitable
areas and that new buildings and infrastructure on the coast are positioned to avoid the risk of damage from
coastal processes.
The State Coastal Planning Policy specifically incorporates CCC risk into the planning process by the use of
specific setback requirements calculated in accordance with a recommended methodology applied from the
horizontal setback datum (HSD) by adding together three variables (S1 acute erosion, S2 historic trend and
S3 sea level change). The State Coastal Planning Policy currently specifies S3 as a SLR benchmark 0.38
metres by 2100 but the WAPC has recommended that this be amended to 0.9 metres by 2110 from 2010
levels in the Position Statement – State Planning Policy No. 2.6 State Coastal Planning Policy Schedule 1
Sea Level Rise (2010).
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Key legislation and policy documents in South Australia and their legal effect
Development Act
1993
South Australian
Planning Strategy
1994

Coast Protection Board
Policy Document
(endorsed in 2002)
no legal status,
guidance only

rd

3 IPCC
Report 2001

Coastal Protection
Act 1972

Coastline: Coastal
erosion, flooding and
sea level rise standards
and protection policy
1992;
no legal status,
guidance only

Policy on Coast Protection and
New Coastal Development - Coast
Protection Board 1991
implemented into planning system
by Ministerial amendment;
Development Plans should "seek
to promote" these policies

Climate Change
and Greenhouse
Emissions
Reduction Act 2007

th

4 IPCC
Report 2007

Living Coast Strategy
for South Australia
2004
no legal status,
guidance only

Prospering in a Changing
Climate: A Draft Climate
Change Adaptation
Framework for South
Australia 2010
no legal status, guidance
only

Tackling Climate Change:
South Australia's Greenhouse
Strategy 2007-2020
no legal status, guidance only

South Australia's raft of well-developed coastal and climate change policies, which contain CCC risk
26
management policies, are, as a general rule, non-binding. Instead, such policies need to be endorsed as
government policy and implemented into the South Australian planning system (for example, through a
Ministerial amendment) to gain statutory effect. This was the process that applied in the case of the Coast
Protection Board's 1991 Policy that contained the first state-wide SLR benchmark in Australia.
Under South Australia's planning system, governed by the Development Act 1993 (SA), the principal
planning document is the South Australian Planning Strategy. It provides high-level strategic direction for
development within the State. It is made up of seven volumes including the 30-Year Plan for Greater
Adelaide and six Regional Plans. Volumes that have recently been updated include the 30-Year Plan for
Greater Adelaide, Kangaroo Island Region Plan, Murray-Mallee Region Plan, Far North Region Plan, MidNorth Region Plan and Limestone Coast Region Plan. The draft Eyre and Western Region Plan is
currently on public and agency consultation exhibition. As part of the regular review of each volume,
relevant policies addressing the risks of CCC are incorporated.
The Development Act 1993 provides that a development plan "should seek to promote the provisions of the
Planning Strategy". In practice, this means that all CCC policies in regional plans that make up the
27
Planning Strategy must be implemented in Development Plans within those regions. Development Plans
are made at local government level. In addition, proposed Development Plan amendments must be
accompanied by an assessment of the extent to which the amendment accords with the Planning Strategy.
In practice this will include the CCC policies contained in the regional plans that make up the Planning
Strategy.
Development applications are assessed against the provisions of Development Plans, which, as noted
above, must be consistent with the Planning Strategy and the CCC policies contained within its volumes.
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Development Plan consent requires applications to be assessed against the zoning, policies and controls in
the relevant Development Plan. A proposed development that is "seriously at variance" with the provisions
of that Development Plan must not be granted consent. Where a development is not classed as
"complying" or "non-complying" it will be assessed on its merit taking into account the provisions of the
28
relevant Development Plan.
In recent years, South Australia has been implementing a standard (state-wide) format and structure for
Development Plans that allows local councils to add local content to the standard provisions. This standard
format includes, relevantly, provisions for "Coastal Areas" which incorporate CCC policies and detailed
"Principles of Development Control" implementing South Australia's SLR benchmark and other CCC risk
management provisions. The standard provisions also include specific coastal zones, some of which refer
to CCC risks.
In addition, where development on "coastal land" is proposed, the development application must be
referred to the Coast Protection Board for consideration. In limited circumstances, the Coast Protection
Board has a power to "direct" the local council as to the decision on the application and the council must
29
follow this direction. In other cases (which apparently accounts for approximately 85% of referrals), the
Coast Protection Board can only make recommendations. Because the zoning of land as "coastal" is at the
discretion of local councils, councils effectively determine when development applications will need to be
referred to the Coast Protection Board.
Development Plans do not affect existing development or on-going use of land. Accordingly, the provisions
discussed here will only apply to future development.
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TASMANIA
Key legislation and policy documents in Tasmania and their legal effect
Tasmanian
Framework for
Action on Climate
Change 2008
Coastal Risk
no legal status,
Management Plan:
guidance only
Templates and
Climate Change
Guidelines 2009
(State Action)
no legal status,
Act 2008
guidance only

Land Use Planning
Act 1993
State Policies and
Projects Act 1993

rd

3 IPCC
Report 2001

State Coastal Policy 1996
- currently under review
planning scheme must be
amended to incorporate
policy and to remove any
inconsistencies

th

4 IPCC
Report 2007

Draft State Coastal
Policy 2008
draft only; will not be
adopted

Tasmanian Coastal
Works Manual 2010
no legal status,
guidance only

The current Tasmanian State Coastal Policy 1996 30 applies to all of Tasmania, except for Macquarie
Island. It comprises 85 outcomes, two of which relate directly to coastal hazards associated with SLR
and climate change. An updated policy, the Draft State Coastal Policy 2008 was until recently being
considered by the Tasmanian Government but contained very little additional policy with respect to
managing CCC risks. In May 2011, the Government announced that it will not adopt the draft policy.
The State Coastal Policy is given legislative force under the Land Use Planning Act 1993 (Tas) (LUPA Act)
and the State Policies and Projects Act 1993 (Tas) (SPP Act). Provisions of the State Coastal Policy prevail
over inconsistent provisions in local planning schemes and, generally, all planning schemes must be
amended to incorporate the State Coastal Policy and to remove any inconsistencies in the relevant
scheme.31 It is an offence for a person to use land in a way, or undertake development or do any other
act, that is contrary to the State Coastal Policy,32 and a person who fails to comply with a provision of the
State Coastal Policy or obligation imposed by it is guilty of an offence punishable on summary conviction.33
There are no state-wide provisions in Tasmania's planning system and local authorities are responsible for
the content of local planning schemes. Planning schemes and planning scheme amendments are
required to further the objectives of the overarching framework for planning in Tasmania, the Resource
Management and Planning System (which includes broad sustainability objectives), and to be prepared in
accordance with the State Coastal Policy.
Accordingly, in Tasmania, CCC risks are covered at the local level through planning scheme provisions. A
review of the contents of each local planning scheme is outside the scope of this report, but it is clear from
our review of a sample of Tasmanian schemes that they do not address CCC risks and natural hazards
in a consistent way. In particular, it appears there is no consistent SLR benchmark in use in Tasmania.
Planning approval is required if a person proposes to undertake a new or modified use or development of
land. All proposals are assessed against relevant provisions of the applicable planning scheme or
special planning order, and the Resource Management and Planning System objectives.34 To the extent
that local planning scheme provisions contain CCC risk issues, CCC risk will be taken into account in
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development assessment decision making. In theory, the planning scheme should at least contain
provisions implementing, and be consistent with, the State Coastal Policy.
In Tasmania, CCC risks are addressed more extensively at a regional level. Although outside the scope of
this report, we have included a brief indication of the type of measures contained in Tasmania's three draft
regional land use strategies in Annexure A. Each of the strategies addresses CCC risks and suggests
specific actions aimed at responding to climate change impacts, including SLR, coastal inundation and
shoreline recession. However, these regional strategies are not binding.
In addition, the Tasmanian Government's Coastal Risk Management Plan: Templates and Guidelines
(2009) provides guidance for developing "risk management plans" in the coastal zone. The Tasmanian
Coastal Works Manual (2010) has a chapter dealing directly with climate change and the coast and
another chapter addressing coastal hazards which notes that climate change and SLR will exacerbate
the risk of coastal hazards. The Manual and the Guidelines provide practical information and guidance
on the sustainable management of Tasmania’s coast. Neither document is legally binding.
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NORTHERN TERRITORY
Key legislation and policy documents in Northern Territory and their legal effect

Planning Act
(no date) (NT)

rd

th

3 IPCC
Report 2001

Northern Territory
Coastal Management
Policy 1985
(under review)
now largely defunct

Northern Territory
Climate Change
Policy 2009
no legal status,
guidance only
Darwin Harbour
Strategy 2010
no legal status,
guidance only

Darwin Harbour
Regional Plan of
Management 2003
no legal status,
guidance only

4 IPCC
Report 2007

Integrated Natural
Resource Management
Plan for the Northern
Territory 2005
(under review)
no legal status,
guidance only

Northern Territory
Integrated Natural
Resource Management
Plan 2010-2015
draft only
Greater Darwin Region
Land Use Plan –
Towards 2030 (draft)
anticipated that once
adopted resulting
changes would be
made to NT Planning
Scheme

The Northern Territory has a state-wide coastal policy, the Northern Territory Coastal Management
Policy 1985. It is currently under review and appears to be largely defunct. We have not been able to
review a copy of the Coastal Management Policy, and so we cannot comment on whether it specifically
addresses climate change. From the information available, the Coastal Management Policy appears to
refer more generally to the principles of ESD only.
The Planning Act (NT) governs planning in the Northern Territory. There is a single, integrated Northern
Territory Planning Scheme, which applies to the whole of the Northern Territory.35 Neither the Planning Act
nor the Northern Territory Planning Scheme specifically refer to climate change as an issue for consideration.
When considering a development application, a consent authority must take into account, among other
things, the capability of the land to which the proposed development relates to support the proposed
development and other matters it thinks fit. Both of these provisions would allow CCC risks, and the plans
and policies that address CCC risks, to be considered.
The Northern Territory has a number of (draft) regional plans that address CCC issues. A review of each
of these is outside the scope of this report, but we note that they contain policies addressing CCC
particularly as they relate to the Darwin Harbour region and the greater Darwin area. It is likely that
implementation of these regional plans will ultimately result in changes to the Northern Territory
Planning Scheme that may include insertion of CCC risk polices into the Scheme.
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4.6

Summary
There are no CCC-specific provisions in state legislation. CCC risk policies are contained
predominantly in non-binding state-wide policy documents, both coastal and climate change
specific. In some cases these documents are under review, in draft only or have been
recently updated. This regulatory flux creates uncertainty for decision makers and developers.
The principal mechanism for giving legal effect to CCC policies is through the land-use
planning system in each jurisdiction.
Each jurisdiction has a jurisdiction-wide coastal policy, but not all of these address CCC risks.
All states have guides or manuals that specifically address CCC risks, at times providing very
detailed guidance and methodologies for implementation of policies. The different instruments
used in the jurisdictions each have a slightly different legal effect, reflecting the different
planning systems in place. In some jurisdictions, these instruments are not directly binding on
decision makers. They must be given legal effect by being incorporated into planning
instruments or through administrative directions. Most of the important policies, guides and
manuals are required to be taken into account in development planning and assessment
decision making. However, there are some policies, guides and manuals which have not been
formally incorporated into planning instruments or processes.
CCC risk management policies are one of many matters to be taken into account by a planning
agency when deciding permitted land uses and, in turn, by a consent authority when
determining an application for development approval. The manner in which CCC risks are dealt
with on a case-by-case basis will be guided by these policies but may not necessarily be
consistent with them, particularly when a development approval is "called-in", that is, decided
by a state planning Minister outside the usual planning process, sometimes with the result that
CCC policies are not required to be considered at all. In most jurisdictions there is little
guidance as to the relative weight that should be given to CCC risk management policies in
decision making processes. Further, the majority of current state-level CCC policies do not
provide a clear framework for local councils to determine the areas, usually known as "coastal
hazard areas", to which CCC policies will apply.
Overall, this approach ensures that the decision maker is required to consider CCC risk
management issues and policies as a relevant issue when making planning decisions.
However, in all jurisdictions the planning process leaves a reasonable degree of discretion to
the decision maker which could lead to inconsistency in decision making, uncertainty and the
possibility of a legal challenge.
A snapshot of the types of instruments in each jurisdiction that contain a specific reference to,
or explicitly require decision makers to consider, CCC risks is provided at Table 2.
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Table 2: Key legislation, policy and other instruments at state level that specifically
address CCC risk
Legislation/Policy/Instrument

NSW

VIC

QLD

WA

SA

TAS

NT

Coastal management legislation















State-wide coastal policy/plan















Mandatory SLR benchmark















Coastal manuals or guidelines















Climate change specific legislation















State-wide climate change policies















State-wide climate change
adaptation plan/policy















*













State-wide planning provisions









*





Ministerial planning direction




















Planning legislation

Planning certificate disclosing CCC
risks

#

#

KEY – note local and regional planning schemes may address CCC risks
Note that where CCC risks are not specifically referred to in an instrument, or are required to
be considered only indirectly but not directly by that particular instrument, this is designated
"x" in the Table. For example, Victoria's Coastal Management Act 1995 does not expressly
require decision makers to consider climate change risks. Rather, CCC risks are included in
the VCS and relevant decision makers must "take all reasonable steps to give effect to" the
VCS – an indirect, not direct, reference or requirement and leads to a rating "x". However,
Victoria's Climate Change Act 2010 specifically requires that the Minister consider climate
change when adopting the VCS – rating "tick".

*NSW planning legislation has been recently amended to require consideration of coastal
zone management plans which are required to address CCC risks including ecosystem
responses. Although not "made" at state level, South Australia has standard planning
provisions addressing CCC risks that are adopted by local councils, sometimes with the
addition of local content, in local plans.
#CCC risks may be disclosed through the requirement to provide information as to planning

scheme provisions.
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5. Who is responsible for making and
implementing CCC policies?
5.1

Overview
The management of the impact of climate change in coastal areas is a complex division of
responsibilities between state and local governments. This chapter briefly compares the
different arrangements in each jurisdiction. Table 9 (located in Appendix 3) provides more
detail on the division of responsibilities between relevant state entities and local government in
each jurisdiction.

5.2

State-level responsibilities
At the state level, Ministerial portfolio responsibilities for coastal management, climate change,
statutory planning, floodplain management and emergency management vary in each
jurisdiction. In most jurisdictions, the state Minister responsible for coastal management is the
Minister responsible more generally for the environment or natural resource management. In
some jurisdictions this Minister is also responsible for floodplain management and climate
change issues, but in others, floodplain management is the responsibility of the Minister for
Water (Victoria, W estern Australia) or Primary Industries and Water (Tasmania). This reflects
the fact that in each jurisdiction there is a separate regime for floodplain management. In all
jurisdictions, there is a Minister for Planning who is responsible for statutory planning. However,
in Tasmania, the Premier has statutory responsibility for making state policies. In some
jurisdictions, there is a separate Minister for Climate Change.
This division of responsibilities is summarised in Table 3.
Table 3: Division of Ministerial portfolio responsibilities for management of CCC risks

Minister
Environment

Climate Change

Planning

NSW

VIC

QLD

Coastal
management
Floodplain
management

Coastal
management
Climate
change

Coastal
management
Floodplain
management

*

Statutory and
strategic
planning

Water/ Primary
Industries and
Water
Police and
Emergency
Services

WA
Climate change
Coastal
conservation

Combined
with
Environment
#
Statutory and
strategic
planning

Statutory and
strategic
planning

Floodplain
management
Emergency
response

Emergency
response

Statutory and
strategic
planning
Coastal
management

SA
Coastal
management
Floodplain
management

Transport

Emergency
response

NT
Coastal
management

Climate
change

Climate
change

Statutory and
strategic
planning

Statutory and
strategic
planning
Coastal
management

Floodplain
management
Emergency
response

TAS

Statutory and
strategic
planning

Floodplain
management
Emergency
response

Emergency
response

Emergency
response

Advice on
coastal
protection

KEY
* Climate change portfolio recently abolished in NSW
# In Victoria this Minister is "Minister for Environment and Climate Change"
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5.3

Planning roles and responsibilities
Within the planning system in each jurisdiction, there is a division of roles and responsibilities
between the state and local levels, that is, between the Minister for Planning and other state
agencies, and local councils. Sometimes regional bodies are also involved. More detail for
each jurisdiction is provided in Table 9 (located at Appendix 3) and Annexure A.
Generally, a Minister for Planning is responsible for the making of state-wide planning
instruments while local government is responsible for development of local-level policies and
plans, including planning schemes. State-wide planning instruments are generally prepared
by the state government planning agency with input from state coastal and environmental
agencies and local councils. In some jurisdictions, state-wide coastal policy is prepared by a
specialist government agency established under coastal management legislation, in
consultation with the planning and local government agencies.
Regional and local planning schemes, in turn, usually require approval of the state planning
Minister. In some states, such as New South W ales, local councils may prepare coastal
management plans in conjunction with the specialist state coastal agency under coastal
protection legislation for the management of the coastal zone within the local government area.
In Western Australia, the environmental portfolio has a more direct role in the making of
regional and local planning schemes because it has legislative powers relating to the making of
the schemes including the ability to require an environmental review to be undertaken.
In general, local councils, or in some states a state planning commission, are required to assess
and determine applications for approval of development in accordance with, or having regard to,
the contents of state, regional and local planning instruments which may incorporate the CCC
risk policies. In some states, local councils are required to have regard to coastal management
plans prepared under coastal management legislation in conjunction with the specialist coastal
agency. Some states, but not all, have special requirements in the planning legislation which
require applications for certain kinds of development which may affect, or be affected by coastal
processes, to be referred to the specialist coastal agency for comment, concurrence or
approval before the local council can grant consent to the development application. There is
usually an ability for an applicant to appeal to a court or tribunal against
a decision to refuse an application for development approval.
Most of the state planning schemes include a modified process for the assessment and
approval of projects of state significance by the state government instead of the relevant local
council.

5.4

Coastal agencies and coastal works responsibilities
All states have established coastal agencies but their functions and responsibilities differ. The
responsibilities range from largely an advisory role, for example the Coastal Panel in New
South Wales, to an active plan development and operational works role, for example, the Coast
Protection Board in South Australia. Other coastal agencies have largely a policy development
role with policies developed by such agencies then being taken into account by the planning
agencies when preparing local planning instruments.
Figure 1 depicts the coastal agencies in each of the states.
In most states, local councils have functions to undertake coastal works on local council land
for the protection and preservation of the coast and property. Public authorities which own
coastal land also have similar functions. In New South Wales, South Australia and
Queensland, the specialist coastal agencies have the authority to carry out, or direct other
public authorities to carry out, coastal protection works.
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Figure 1: Key coastal institutions

Queensland

Western Australia
Coastal Planning and
Co-ordination Council

Coastal Protection Advisory
Council – recently abolished

South Australia
Coast Protection Board

New South W ales
New South W ales Coastal Panel

Victoria
Victorian Coastal Council
Coastal Climate Change Advisory Committee

Tasmania
State Coastal Advisory
Committee (formed in 1998 but
inoperative since 2001)

5.5

Climate change agencies
Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania have enacted climate change specific legislation which
establishes a climate change Ministry, Department or Agency. This legislation focuses on the
development of policies and action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions but in some cases also
includes a requirement to develop policies for climate change adaptation.
For example, South Australia's Climate Change and Greenhouse Emissions Reduction Act
2007 (SA) provides a broad direction for climate change action in South Australia and provides
that the Minister for Climate Change "should seek to develop" policy "promoting or
implementing measures to facilitate adaptation" to climate change. The Minister is required to
have regard to the most up-to-date science and research on climate change in carrying out
this function. This legislation has provided the impetus for the development of a range of
climate change policies in South Australia, some of which deal directly with CCC risks.

5.6

Summary
Because CCC risk management incorporates coastal management, flood risk management and
land-use planning and each of these is dealt with under different legislative frameworks, there is
no single Minister or agency with responsibility for CCC risk management in any of the
jurisdictions and results in overlap in responsibility for CCC policy making between portfolios.
Further, there is no uniformity in the division of responsibilities between portfolios for the various
aspects of CCC policy making and implementation.
At the state level, developing CCC policy is generally the responsibility of a Minister for the
environment who is responsible for coastal management, and who may also be responsible
for climate change policy more generally. CCC policy may also be developed by a Minister for
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planning, particularly when CCC policy is implemented in planning frameworks, and by a
separate Minister for climate change in the jurisdictions where a separate portfolio for climate
change has been established. Flood risk is managed under a variety of portfolios across the
jurisdictions creating even further overlap with respect to responsibility for managing flood risks
in coastal areas. Emergency management is the responsibility of a separate Minister for
emergency services in each jurisdiction. Some jurisdictions have state-level coastal agencies
but their role ranges from advisory to more active development and coastal protection.
Generally, at the local level, local councils are responsible for developing local policies and the
local content of planning instruments. Local councils are often the decision maker for
development approvals, although sometimes these decisions will be "called-in" by the state
Minister responsible for planning. Because each planning system is different, the exact manner
in which these responsibilities must be carried out differs between the jurisdictions.
This complex and sometimes confusing division of responsibilities results in lack of clarity
around roles and responsibilities with respect to the various aspects of CCC policy making
and implementation, and does not assist with a coordinated and consistent response to CCC
risks across Australia.
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6. What risk protection standards are being
used?
6.1

Overview
A range of risk protection mechanisms and standards are used across Australia. Some
mechanisms have already been discussed in previous chapters, namely, coastal and climate
change specific policies and land-use planning provisions.36 This chapter surveys the
standards in use across Australia when planning for SLR and other coastal hazards and also
provides some examples of methodologies that have been developed to calculate hazard
prone areas. It provides a brief overview of risk disclosure requirements in Australia and
some international examples to provide some context for the standards in use in Australia.
Table 4 (located at Appendix 1) provides a snapshot of risk protection standards in Australia
and internationally.

6.2

Concept of the "coast"
Each of the jurisdictions use a concept of "coast", "coastal area" or "coastal zone" to determine
the applicability of coastal legislation and policies, including CCC risk policies. However, there
is no nationally consistent definition of "coast" or "coastal area" and there is also variation in the
definitions used within jurisdictions. This creates inconsistency in the areas to which CCC risk
management policies will potentially apply. There is no evidence that these differences relate
to local conditions.
In general, the seaward boundary of the "coast" is defined as the outer edge of internal state
waters,37 but the landward boundary of the coastal area or zone differs between the
jurisdictions, varying from between 100 metres to 1 kilometre inland from mean high water
mark. In several instances, the landward edge of the "coast" is defined very broadly. For
example, in Queensland the Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995 defines the coast
very broadly as "all areas within or neighbouring the foreshore". In addition, the Victorian
Coastal Strategy (2008) uses a broad concept of "coast", being "all Victorian coastal water
(i.e. the sea and seabed to the state limit – three nautical miles or 5.5 kilometres off shore)
and all private and coastal Crown land directly influenced by the sea or directly influencing the
coastline". The latter part of the definition could include land a significant distance inland,
depending on the geographical situation. There are also differences as to the extent of
coverage of estuaries and bays and measurement from mean high water mark between the
jurisdictions.
Some jurisdictions exclude metropolitan areas from the concept of "coastal area or zone" so
as to apply a different regulatory and policy environment to built-up areas (for example, New
South Wales).
Table 4 includes a summary of the definitions in use in coastal management legislation and
key policy documents (located at Appendix 1).

6.3

SLR benchmarks
Inconsistency in the potential application of CCC risk management policies across Australia
also arises due to the lack of a nationally consistent SLR benchmark.
Projected SLR is one of the key variables used in planning schemes to define areas
vulnerable to CCC impacts. In general, these are the areas to which CCC risk management
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policies contained within planning schemes apply. Unless the different SLR benchmarks reflect
local conditions, use of different SLR benchmarks will create inconsistencies in the areas to
which CCC risk policies will apply. To the extent that benchmarks will need to be updated (or
have recently been updated) to account for increased scientific knowledge, further
inconsistencies in the designation of coastal hazard areas will arise.
All jurisdictions except Tasmania and the Northern Territory have a mandatory state-wide SLR
benchmark but there is variation in the SLR benchmarks used, as shown in Figure 2 and Table
4 (located at Appendix 1). The variations may be due to regional differences in sea levels
around Australia.38
Figure 2: Sea level rise benchmarks

Northern Territory
No information available

Queensland
0.3m rise by 2050;
0.8m rise by 2100
2060-2100 increasing by 0.1m per decade
Benchmark year: 1990

Western Australia
No standard for 2050
0.9m rise by 2110
2110+ increasing 0.01m per year
Benchmark year: 2010

New South Wales
0.4m rise by 2050
0.9m rise by 2100
2100+ increasing by 0.1m per decade
Benchmark year: 1990

South Australia

Victoria

0.3m rise by 2050
1.0m rise by 2100
2100+ increasing by 0.7m
each 50 years thereafter
Benchmark year: not stated
but 1990 assumed

No standard for 2050
0.8m rise by 2100
Benchmark year: not stated
but 1990 assumed

Tasmania
No state-wide benchmark
Local plans may impose a benchmark

In addition, there is no consistent SLR benchmark being used internationally. Examples
include (see also Table 5 (located at Appendix 1)):
•

New Zealand is using a base value SLR of 0.5m by 2090-2099 in conjunction with
assessment of consequences of mean SLR of 0.8m and an increase of 0.01m per
year for 2100 and beyond, in its planning. The benchmarks are taken from a 19801999 average of sea levels.

•

The Netherlands is using a SLR benchmark of a 0.65m-1.3m rise by 2100 and a 2-4m
rise by 2200.

•

There is no consistent SLR benchmark in use across the United States. SLR policies
are developed at the state level. Hawaii County has set a SLR benchmark of 2 feet
(0.61m) by 2100.
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•

The United Kingdom has taken a detailed and location-specific approach setting SLR
benchmarks individually for coastal regions on a millimetre rise per year basis in
relation to 1990 levels, as set out in Table 6.

Table 6: United Kingdom recommended contingency allowances for net SLR39

Administrative Region
1990 to
2024

2025 to
2055

2055 to
2085

2085 to
2115

East of England, East Midlands, London, SE England
(south of Flamborough Head)

4.0

8.5

12.0

15.0

South West

3.5

8.0

11.5

14.5

NW England, NE England (north of Flamborough Head)

2.5

7.0

10.0

13.0

•

6.4

Net Sea Level Rise (mm/yr)

The City of Cape Town, South Africa, has taken a different approach. Rather than
setting a SLR benchmark it has undertaken a five-phase SLR risk assessment based
on a number of scenarios to inform its CCC risk management policies. These
scenarios are: (a) worst case (2.5m SLR in sheltered environments; 4.5m SLR in
exposed environments and 6.5m SLR in very exposed environments); (b) 4.5m SLR
event; and (c) 6.5m SLR.40 Scenario planning is discussed further at section 6.7.

Flood risk benchmarks
Across Australia, flood risk is generally managed by reference to a 1:100 ARI event. However,
the extent to which flood risk management in coastal areas also takes into account coastal
processes and SLR varies across the jurisdictions. Flood risk management requirements in
coastal areas in all jurisdictions should be updated to incorporate consideration of CCC risks.
For example, Tasmania's Building Regulations 2004 provide for designated flood levels that
take into account the "ordinary high-water mark of the spring tide for land on which flooding is
affected by the rise and fall of the tide". It does not explicitly refer to the impact of SLR. In
contrast, South Australia has "Principles of Development Control" (contained in its standard
"Coastal Areas" chapter for planning schemes) that provide for the combined effect of coastal
processes and SLR:
Development and its site should be protected against the standard sea-flood risk level which is defined as
the 1 in 100 year average return interval flood extreme sea level (tide, stormwater and associated wave
effects combined) plus an allowance to accommodate land subsidence until the year 2100.

In New South W ales, the 2005 Floodplain Manual, the Floodplain Development Manual Practical Consideration of Climate Change (2007) and the 2010 Flood Risk Management
Guide set out a process for local councils to follow in determining how to manage flood risk.
They require the prediction of flood levels and mapping of flood extents generally
corresponding to the current 1% annual exceedence probability (AEP) or the 1:100 ARI flood,
together with a freeboard and additional CCC risk allowance taking into account the SLR
benchmarks to provide the basis for developing an appropriate Flood Planning Level (FPL).
These documents also require the undertaking of probable maximum flood (PMF) modeling
to assist with emergency response planning. Guidance is also given on managing risks where
there is a coincidence of catchment and coastal flooding.
Where flood risk areas have been identified, it is usual for development in these areas to be
subject to floor level requirements, imposed either through planning instruments or the various
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building codes. Table 4 sets out the flooding risk floor level standards applicable in the
jurisdictions (located at Appendix 1).
As knowledge of the impacts of climate change increase there is likely to be a need to
reconsider 1:100 ARI flooding (and other hazard) benchmarks. For example, recent research
in Germany estimates that under a 1 metre accelerated SLR scenario the recurrence of
devastating storm floods that presently have a probability of 1 in 100 will decrease to a 1 in 10
or even 1 in 1 probability.41 Therefore, benchmarks may need to be adjusted so that planning
systems capture events that once had a probability of 1 in 100 as they become more frequent.
Evidence of international flood risk management standards is difficult to access. As a result
only two examples are provided. New Zealand does not have a nationally consistent flood risk
standard for planning. Case studies indicate that the urban protection standard is usually 1:50
ARI and the standard for rural areas ranges from 1:50 ARI to 1:100 ARI.42 The United
Kingdom, also, does not have a national standard for flood risk management. Instead, it has
adopted a zoned approach: Zone 1: 1:1000 ARI (river or sea flooding); Zone 2: Between 1:100
and 1:1000 ARI; (river flooding) or between 1:200 and 1:1000 (sea flooding); Zone 3a: 1:100
ARI (river flooding) or 1:200 ARI (sea flooding); and Zone 3b: 1:20 ARI.43 Further detail on
these approaches is provided in Table 5 (located at Appendix 1).
6.5

Risk assessment methodologies
Some states have prepared detailed guidelines and manuals to guide CCC risk assessments.
New South W ales and Queensland have very detailed guidelines. South Australia, Victoria
and Tasmania have guidelines specifically addressing CCC risks but contain less developed
assessment methodologies. Western Australia's guidelines are at a very general level.
Queensland and New South W ales have guidelines and manuals that contain detailed
methodologies for the assessment, calculation and evaluation of coastal hazards in light of
climate change risks, particularly SLR.
By way of example, the Queensland Coastal Hazards Guideline provides the following
minimum development assessment factors for determining erosion prone areas and storm tide
inundation areas (Tables 7, 7A and 7B):
Table 7: Minimum assessment factors for determining erosion prone areas and storm
tide inundation areas
For development subject to a development commitment
Planning period equivalent to expected asset life of the development as outlined in
Table 7A.
Adoption of the 100-year ARI extreme storm event or water level.
Projected SLR of amount outlined in Table 7B based on expected asset life.
Increase in cyclone maximum potential intensity by 10 per cent due to climate change.
For development not subject to a development commitment
Planning period of 100 years.
Adoption of the 100-year ARI extreme storm event or water level.
Projected SLR of 0.8 m by 2100 due to climate change (relative to 1990 value).
Increase in cyclone intensity by 10 per cent (relative to maximum potential intensity) due
to climate change.
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Table 7A: Planning for development
subject to development commitment

Table 7B: Projected sea level rise for the
year of the end of asset life as per Table 5

Type of development and planning period
(based on anticipated asset life)

Year of end of planning period and
projected sea level rise

Short-term tourist accommodation: 40 years

Year 2050: 0.3 metres

Residential dwelling, excluding unit blocks of
less than seven units: 50 years

Year 2060: 0.4 metres

Residential dwelling unit blocks of seven or
more units: 60 years

Year 2070: 0.5 metres

Industrial building: 40 years

Year 2080: 0.6 metres

Commercial building (retail): 40 years

Year 2090: 0.7 metres

Commercial building (multiple storeys): 60
years

Year 2100: 0.8 metres

The Queensland Coastal Hazards Guideline also provides methodologies for calculating
erosion prone areas (by use of a "erosion prone area width assessment formula" which takes
into account erosion due to SLR) and determining storm tide inundation areas (including low
and high risk areas within storm tide inundation areas taking into account predicted SLR). The
erosion prone area width assessment formula is as follows:

E

=

[(NxR) + C + S]

x

+

(1 + F)

D

Where: E = erosion prone area width (metres); N = planning period (years); R = rate of long-term erosion (metres
per year); C = short-term erosion from the 'design' storm or cyclone (metres); S = erosion due to sea level rise
(metres); F = factor of safety (0.4 has been adopted); and D = dune scarp component to allow for slumping of the
erosion scarp (metres)

In W estern Australia, a setback calculation methodology for physical process factors is
contained in its State Planning Policy No 2.6: State Coastal Planning Policy. It provides that
setback for new coastal development should be calculated as follows:
•

any setback required for foreshore reserves and other non-physical factors (generally
the seaward extent of ephemeral vegetation or toe of erosion scarp but varies
according to type of coast); plus

•

setback for physical processes.

The setback for physical processes is calculated as follows:

S1

S2

Acute Erosion (extreme storm
sequence) = distance for
absorbing extreme storm
sequences model using 1:100
year event-storm duration,
waves and sea level height
40m default

Historic Trend (chronic erosion
or accretion) = shoreline
change over 50 years – 100 x
annual rate of erosion/
accretion 20m minimum safety

+

S3
+

Sea Level Change
= 0.90m x 100 by
2110

=

Minimum setback
for physical
processes
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At a very practical level, the Tasmanian Coastal Risk Management Plan: Templates and
Guidelines (2009) contains a useful risk assessment template that assists the decision maker
to systematically assess all relevant risks, including CCC risks, in relation to the specific asset
or development under consideration. The template is supported by guidance for its completion
and examples.
In Victoria, in response to the fact that local councils are increasingly requiring development
approval applicants to prepare a CHVA for individual coastal developments, the Victorian
Department of Planning and Community Development issued a general practice note to assist
local council and developers preparing a CHVA. It states that relevant decision makers should
determine if a CHVA is required to assist in making informed decisions about use and
development proposals or to inform long term settlement and strategic planning activities.
The practice note, however, does not provide guidance on when a CHVA will be required. If a
CHVA is required, the practice note indicates that it should include factors such as SLR, storm
tide and surge, coastal processes, river inundation and local topology and geology. A CHVA
should be undertaken at a scale "appropriate to inform a particular proposal or development
need". In other words, the extent of the CCC risk assessment required should be
commensurate with the scale of the development.
6.6

Risk disclosure standards
Disclosure of risks relating to land-use planning is not generally required except in New South
Wales, and to some extent in Victoria and South Australia.
In New South W ales, a planning certificate requires disclosure of: any policy that restricts
development of land by virtue of risks such as tidal inundation, subsidence, acid sulphate soils
or any other risk; flood related development controls; and the relevant coastal hazard risk
category (current, 2050 or 2100 risk category) as determined by the Minister for the
Environment.44
Because in Victoria planning certificates are only required to disclose the provisions of the
planning scheme shown on the planning scheme maps which apply to land, Victoria's risk
disclosure requirements depend on the extent to which risks have been incorporated into
zones or overlays within planning schemes.45
Section 7 of the Land and Business (Sale and Conveyancing) Act 1994 (SA) requires a seller
to serve a statement upon the buyer that includes details of the Development Plan applicable
to the land, resulting in a similar situation in South Australia to that in Victoria.

6.7

Scenario planning
International examples suggest that the use of scenario planning may be gaining acceptance as
an approach to dealing with the uncertainties of planning for CCC impacts. For example, in the
United Kingdom, the use of scenario planning was endorsed in its Adapting to Climate Change
in England: A Framework for Action (2008). This Framework calls for the use of scenarios, one
with a probability of 50% and another with a more extreme probability of 10%. The City of Cape
Town's approach to planning for SLR through its five-phase risk assessment process used
scenario planning, referred to above at section 6.3.
One commentator recommends that "adaptation plans should be required to consider multiple
scenarios, including at least one based on high climate sensitivity and emission levels. The
approach should be precautionary in the sense that plans should be robust in the pessimistic
scenario as well as more favourable circumstances".46
Scenario planning could be considered for use in Australia in high risk CCC hazard areas.
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6.8

Summary
There is no national consistency in the risk protection standards or risk disclosure
requirements relevant to CCC risk management.
There is no consistency in concepts of the "coast" (these vary greatly in the landward boundary
applied), SLR benchmarks (some jurisdictions have mandatory benchmarks while others do
not; state benchmarks vary slightly from 0.8m-0.9m by 2100 but are not all calculated with
reference to the same year) and methods for determining "coastal hazard areas" (these often
use SLR benchmarks). There may be regional or local factors which necessitate variations in
the concept of "coast" or the SLR benchmarks. Because it is common for CCC policies, risk
assessments and resulting requirements to apply only to areas which local councils have
assessed as a "coastal hazard area" of one type or another, the lack of nationally consistent
standards could lead to inconsistency in the application of CCC policies and CCC risk
management conditions of development. It may be prudent to consider further whether there is
a benefit in a nationally consistent approach where regional and local factors are less relevant.
Although there is consistency across Australia in managing flood risk (uniformly a 1:100 ARI
event) there is variation between the jurisdictions regarding the extent to which assessment of
these events takes into account the impacts of climate change in coastal areas. As climate
change increases the frequency of natural hazard events, planning with reference to a 1:100
event may need to be adjusted.
Methodologies for assessing CCC risk in some jurisdictions are well developed and could be
adopted in other jurisdictions. Only New South Wales has risk disclosure requirements that
specifically require disclosure of CCC risks.
International examples of CCC risk management approaches suggest that there is a variety of
SLR benchmarks in use and a range of approaches to managing CCC risk internationally.
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7. How are CCC risks to existing settlements
being managed?
7.1

Overview
The issue of how to manage CCC risks to existing development is not well represented in
current policies. Where policy of this type exists it tends to be vague but the following
approaches are apparent:
•

reduce (or contain) the intensity of existing coastal settlements, for example by
rezoning high risk hazard areas;

•

undertake coastal protection works; and

•

plan for response to increased coastal hazard emergency situations.

This chapter examines each of these issues and provides some international examples of
approaches to managing CCC risks to existing settlements.
This report does not address a number of out-of-scope issues that impact on how CCC risks to
existing development might be managed, including, importantly, the range of property lawrelated issues that might be impacted by policies relating to the management of CCC impacts.
These include:
•

the common law doctrines of accretion and diluvion (erosion) and their modification by
statute in some jurisdictions;47 and

•

the application of the public trust doctrine48 in Australia and any implications for
managing CCC risks.

Examination of these issues will be required at some point in order to inform future policy
development in this area.
7.2

Reduce the intensity of existing coastal settlements
The planning schemes in each jurisdiction, in broad terms, regulate the future development and
use of land but have limited application to adjusting the existing use of land to cater for CCC
risks. Because the principal mechanism for implementing CCC policies is the land-use
planning system in each jurisdiction, this creates particular problems for implementing policies
for managing CCC risks to existing settlements. Some of the few policies that exist recognise
this as an issue and recommend that in appropriate circumstances consideration should be
given to reducing the intensity of settlement in identified hazard areas, but provide little further
guidance as to how this will actually occur.
The rezoning of land to reduce the intensity of settlement in areas at risk from CCC impacts is
one obvious mechanism. However, current land use in each jurisdiction is protected from the
legal effect of new land-use restrictions by existing use rights. In Queensland, W estern
Australia and Tasmania, new development may also be protected indirectly through rights to
claim compensation for injurious affection in limited circumstances. As a result, the impact
of rezoning land to reduce intensity of coastal development may be delayed many years, if not
decades or longer. This is a significant barrier to adaptation.
Consequently, the jurisdictions may need to consider more interventionist approaches, such
as compulsory acquisition of land to reduce the intensity of coastal settlements in high risk
hazard areas.
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In Queensland, policies to avoid intensification of settlement in high risk areas could be given
effect in some circumstances through land surrender provisions in the Coastal Protection and
Management Act 1994 (Qld) (Chapter 2, Part 6, Division 3). These provisions allow the
Minister to approve the inclusion of a land surrender condition in a development approval for
reconfiguration of a lot situated completely or partly within a coastal management district in
some circumstances. The land must be in an erosion prone area or within 40 metres of the
foreshore. No compensation is payable for the surrendered land. These provisions could be
used to create "no-go" areas, managed by the Queensland government.
This section looks more closely at the concepts and application of existing use rights and
injurious affection as they apply in Australia and provides some international examples of
mechanisms in use to reduce the intensity of coastal settlements in high risk areas.
(a)

Existing use rights
Any change to a planning scheme that imposes a more restrictive use category than
that which applied previously, such as a re-zoning of land in a coastal zone to restrict
intensification of development of land prone to CCC risks, or to implement a retreat
policy, will not be effective against existing use rights.
In general, "existing use rights" refers to the concept that a right to continue a use or
development of land may be protected in certain circumstances, despite the fact that a
new or changed planning scheme would otherwise make that development or use
prohibited or require consent to be obtained. Usually, the use must be a lawful and
present use (and not merely an intended use) at the time of the making or change to
the planning scheme. In addition, the existing use must not be increased in scale or
intensity in order to retain advantage of the existing use right. In some cases, existing
use rights can be lost if the relevant use is not continued for a defined period.
Planning schemes may require that the existing use right comply with a code of
practice.
Although the exact nature of the right to continue an "existing use" and its method of
application varies slightly, existing use rights apply in all the jurisdictions surveyed in
this report.

(b)

Compensation for "injurious affection"
In Queensland, Western Australia and Tasmania, a limited right to compensation
exists for injurious affection. This term refers to the deleterious effect on the value of
land caused by the making of, or a change to, a planning scheme that diminishes
development rights on land, for example by making development prohibited or
requiring consent to be obtained, or resulting from restrictions on its use. In addition,
land reserved for a public purpose may or may not be acquired by the government in
the future but in the meantime it must be used consistently with the intended future
public purpose resulting in a diminution in its value. This could arise where land is
reserved for a public purpose to enable CCC risk management, such as provisions
required to implement a retreat policy or to provide a buffer zone for coastal hazards.
The existence of compensation provisions such as those in Queensland, Western
Australia and Tasmania are likely to act as a disincentive for local councils to use
such mechanisms to manage CCC risks to existing settlements.
In Queensland, section 704 of the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (Qld) allows for
compensation for a reduction in the value of an interest in land where:
•

a change to a planning scheme or planning scheme policy reduces the value
of an interest in land;

•

a development application (superseded planning scheme) is made (the Act
allows an applicant to, within one year after a new or amended planning
scheme or planning scheme policy takes effect, give the local government a
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written notice requesting it apply the superseded planning scheme to a
development application);
•

the local government refuses the request to apply the superseded planning
scheme; and

•

for relevant applications, the development application is assessed against the
planning scheme and policies in effect when the application was made and is
refused, approved in part, or approved subject to conditions.

This is intended to be essentially a "use it or lose it" regime; compensation will only be
available to those applicants actually seeking to make use of the "lost" development
potential of their interest. Compensation is also available where, because of a change
to the relevant planning scheme or any planning scheme policy affecting the land, the
only purpose for which the land could be used (other than the purpose for which it was
being lawfully used when the change was made) is for a public purpose (section 705).
Claims for compensation must be made within short timeframes (for section 704 claims,
within 6 months; and for section 705 claims, within 2 years).
In W estern Australia, the concept of injurious affection as a result of planning scheme
changes also exists, although in a more limited form.49 Under the Planning and
Development Act 2005 (WA) any person whose land is injuriously affected by the
making or amendment of a planning scheme is entitled to apply for compensation from
the responsible authority. In W estern Australia, injurious affection only applies where
the relevant land is reserved under the planning scheme for a public purpose, the
planning scheme permits development on that land for no other purpose than a
public purpose (that is, a purpose which serves or is intended to serve the interests of
the public or a section of the public and includes a public work - similar to the section
705 claim in Queensland) or where the planning scheme prohibits wholly or partially
the continuance of any non-conforming use of that land or erection of buildings in
accordance with non-conforming use rights.50 There are restrictions on the point in time
when compensation can be claimed and the period in which the claim can be made. In
addition, no compensation is payable in respect of the injurious affection if, or so far
as, the relevant provisions of the planning scheme are also contained in any Act, or in
any order having the force of an Act of Parliament, in operation in the area. There is
no right to compensation for a change to a planning scheme more generally (like the
section 704 head in Queensland).
Tasmania's provisions, contained in the Land Use and Planning Act 1993 (Tas) (see
Part 4), are similar to those in Western Australia and are only available in relation to
land that is set aside for a public purpose under a planning schedule.
(c)

International examples
This section provides examples of mechanisms being used internationally to reduce
the intensity of existing coastal settlements in high risk areas.
In North Carolina, coastal legislation provides for a 30 day moratorium on re-building
following disaster events.51 During the moratorium, zoning standards may be adjusted
and new measures adopted to take into account newly created inlets or eroded areas.
Subsequent construction must comply with the new requirements.
Some parts of the United States are implementing buy-back plans (at full market
value) in high flood-risk areas.52
Other less expensive approaches may include:
•

buy-back of high-risk coastal property but where the previous owner retains a
life interest or right to occupy for a set timeframe;
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•

provision of relocation subsidies (for example, through low interest loans or
grants for relocation of houses, septic systems, utility cables and the like);

•

grants for demolition of homes in high risk areas;

•

"rolling easements" which allow property owners to build on high risk land on
the condition that they will remove structures if and when threatened by
coastal erosion or inundation; and

•

allowing pre-designated areas to flood (Netherlands).53

These and other international examples could be considered in developing a range of
options for dealing with CCC risks to existing settlements in Australia.
7.3

Coastal protection works
Coastal protection works are another mechanism to manage CCC risks to existing settlements.
However, coastal protection works can be expensive, have significant flow on effects for the
natural environment, and may be politically unpopular.
Roles and responsibilities in this area are not clear cut and there is no nationally consistent
approach to coastal protection works and, in particular, the ability to undertake emergency
coastal protection works during significant erosion events.
In some states there is a coastal agency with responsibility for coastal protection works but in
other states it is a state or local government responsibility usually carried out by local
government. Even where a coastal protection agency has power to carry out coastal
protection works, in most cases works will be undertaken by local councils, sometimes jointly
with the coastal agency and funded by that agency or the state government. Queensland and
South Australia have coastal legislation in place which establishes a specialist coastal
protection agency with the function of undertaking coastal protection works. In other
jurisdictions coastal protection works may be undertaken by local councils
or by other existing agencies deemed as coastal agencies for coastal regulatory functions. In
Western Australia, the Minister for Transport has responsibility for coordinating the provision
of coastal protection works and provides advice and technical assistance on coastal
protection.
In New South Wales and Queensland emergency coastal (or tidal) works can be undertaken
without the need for the usual approvals where coastal property is facing imminent coastal
erosion or inundation risks.54 In New South Wales, these works must be small in scale and
meet certain requirements and in Queensland the usual approvals are required after the fact.
Existing policies commonly limit the situations when public money will be used to undertake
coastal protection works but also envisage that some works will be undertaken by private land
owners at their expense and in accordance with all required approvals.
In South Australia, policy with respect to coastal protection very clearly states that no public
funding will be available for coastal protection works to protect new development. The Coast
Protection Board's 2002 policy document indicates that funding for coastal protection works
protecting existing development will only be available "for situations that have arisen because
of some previous mistake or lack of understanding about coastal processes".55 The Board will
not provide funding or grants for protection of private property unless there is an associated
public benefit; there is simultaneous protection of public property; a large number of
separately owned properties are at risk; or where the cause cannot be easily identified.56
More recent policy indicates that policy on exactly when coastal protection works will be
undertaken is yet to be developed and the Coast Protection Board's Strategic Plan for 20092014 indicates that one of the key strategies of the Board in respect of existing settlements is
to "assist local government to devise, prioritise and implement protection strategies for coastal
settlements".
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In New South Wales, state government policy indicates that state funds will be provided to
local councils to undertake coastal protection works but priority will be given to public safety
and protecting valuable publicly owned assets, before it will be allocated to protect private land.
Victoria's policy, similarly, indicates that priority for funding will be given where there is
significant and demonstrable public value. W estern Australia's policy sets out criteria for state
government funding for coastal protection works but does not expressly prioritise works with a
public benefit, although this can be implied.
7.4

Emergency management
The third key mechanism for responding to CCC risks to existing settlements is to plan for
emergency responses to natural hazard events.
In general, emergency management legislation in Australia deals primarily with emergency
response. While these Acts require relevant departments and agencies to plan for emergency
preparedness, response and recovery, in general they do not regulate planning for emergency
response and disaster management in the land-use planning context. Key legislation in each
jurisdiction is set out in Table 8.

Table 8: Emergency management legislation
State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 (NSW)
Emergency Management Act 1986 (Vic)
Disaster Management Act 2003 (Qld)
Emergency Management Act 2005 (W A)
Emergency Management Act 2004 (SA)
Emergency Management Act 2006 (Tas)
Disasters Act 1982 (NT)

Emergency response planning is undertaken in a coordinated way between state government
agencies and local councils based in state, regional and local areas. Emergency response
manuals recognise that climate change will increase the frequency and scale of natural
hazards but otherwise response planning does not appear to address the issue of climate
change or CCC risks. However, emergency plans may inform land-use planning.
As noted in section 3.5, planning for emergency management in coastal areas in light of CCC
risks is not well represented in existing planning policies. As a result, there is limited express
recognition of emergency management issues in the land-use planning process in many of the
jurisdictions.
South Australia and Queensland have policies that specifically address emergency response
issues in the context of land-use planning and CCC risks. These policies are the most explicit
in Australia in addressing emergency issues in the context of CCC risks.
As far back as 1991, South Australia's policies recognised that:
Development should not occur where essential services cannot be provided and maintained having regard to
flood risk and sea level rise, or where emergency vehicle access would be prevented by a 1 in 100 year ARI
flood event, adjusted for 100 years of sea level rise.57

More recently, detailed coastal and emergency management chapters were included in South
Australia's draft climate change adaptation framework, Prospering in a Changing Climate: A
Draft Climate Change Adaptation Framework for South Australia (December 2010).
The Queensland Coastal Plan (2011) makes provision for emergency response access in the
context of CCC risks. It requires that development for essential community infrastructure is
located and designed to ensure that it is able to function during and after a storm and tide
inundation event (which takes into account SLR). Development in coastal hazard areas (which
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are determined with reference to SLR and coastal hazards exacerbated by climate change)
should be located, designed and constructed and operated to ensure that structures can
sustain flooding from a storm tide event and maintain the safety of the people living and
working on the premises. The outcome for development in coastal hazard areas intended by
this policy is that safe refuge is available for people within the development site during a storm
tide event and at least one evacuation route above defined storm tide levels remains passable
for emergency evacuations during such events. Although not coast-specific, Queensland's
climate change policy, Climate Q: toward a greener Queensland, includes a "disaster
preparedness in vulnerable communities" program to "increase the capacity of vulnerable
households, businesses and communities and local governments to prepare for more frequent
and severe disaster events as a result of climate change".58
In New South W ales, the Coastal Protection Act 1979 (NSW) has recently been amended to
require coastal zone management plans to incorporate emergency response considerations
not covered by the emergency legislation. The coastal zone management plans are required to
be taken into account when determining development applications. It is likely that detailed
development of emergency response measures will be incorporated into these plans in the
future.
7.5

Summary
The lack of well-developed policy dealing with CCC threats to existing settlements, including
planning for emergency response to CCC risks, will create uncertainty as the increasing
impacts of CCC are felt.
There is an obvious need to develop policy in each of the jurisdictions regarding the range of
adaptive responses that may be employed in high-risk hazard areas and when each course of
action might be followed. Mechanisms such as planned retreat (for example, by rezoning to
reduce intensity of existing development or compulsory acquisition) and undertaking coastal
protection works (either private or public) will need to be debated at all levels of government
and by affected communities. Existing use rights (all jurisdictions) and rights to claim for
injurious affection (Queensland, Western Australia and Tasmania) are barriers to using
planning frameworks to restrict the intensification of land use and development in coastal
areas as a means of mitigating CCC impacts. International examples illustrate innovative
approaches that may have relevance to Australia.
There is no nationally consistent approach to coastal protection works and, in particular, the
ability to undertake emergency coastal protection works during significant erosion events.
Some, but not all jurisdictions, have policies on when coastal protection works will be
undertaken to protect existing settlements and policies commonly limit the situations when
public money will be used to undertake coastal protection works.
Planning for emergency management in light of CCC risks is not well developed in most
jurisdictions. South Australia and Queensland have the most well developed policies. There is
an obvious need in most jurisdictions for further policy development in this area.
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8. Conclusion and national approach
There is great variation across Australia in the CCC risk management policies currently in place at
state level, both in terms of scope and detail. New South W ales, Queensland, Victoria and South
Australia have relatively well developed CCC policies. Western Australia has CCC policies but they
cover a limited scope of issues. CCC policies in Tasmania and the Northern Territory are lacking at
state and territory level. Overall, current policies focus on the management of CCC risks in new
developments but provide little guidance on managing risks to existing settlements. Planning for
emergency management requirements in light of CCC risks is not well represented in existing
policies.
This report has highlighted a number of areas where there is no national approach to CCC risk
management, leading to inconsistent (and at times a lack of) application of CCC risk management
policy and ad hoc decision making. Generally, this arises because the state-level CCC risk
management policies that exist are not legally binding and are given legal effect through each
jurisdiction's land-use planning system, which vary greatly. The vagaries of each system exacerbate
this situation, particularly the ability of state Planning Ministers to "call-in" and decide development
applications, with the result that planning scheme provisions might be by-passed. The overall lack of
clear decision-making frameworks for assessing CCC risks may also be the cause of inconsistent
approaches assessing new development and ad hoc decision making. In addition, there is also
variation in the standards for risk assessment, including SLR benchmarks, and risk disclosure
requirements across Australia.
Listed below are a number of areas where a national approach could be beneficial. However, there
may be situations where local or regional conditions will dictate otherwise and a national approach will
be inappropriate. The development of a national approach will be a matter for discussion at all levels of
government.
A national approach could include:
•

development of policy options including:
o

guidance on the scope of issues that a well-developed CCC policy should include at: (a)
state level; and (b) local levels;

o

clearer delineation of roles and responsibilities for CCC risk management;

o

national standards such as:

o



a national approach to setting SLR benchmarks with regard to nationally accepted
criteria and regional variations in sea levels around Australia that can be used when
assessing a range of coastal risks;



a national standard for flood risk planning in coastal areas which incorporates CCC
risks (including SLR);



methodologies for risk assessments, in particular for determining "coastal hazard
areas" by local councils;



model "coastal hazard zone" planning provisions that can be applied in designated
coastal hazard areas but allow for local variation, including clear rules for when a
development approval is required in the zone and assessment criteria;



a model risk disclosure certificate;

guidance on the relative weight that CCC risks should be given in land-use planning
decisions, including examples and a risk assessment template;
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•

•

o

guidance on when "no-go" areas might be appropriate and methodologies for
determination of such by local councils;

o

guidance on options for managing risks to existing settlements, including consideration of
innovative mechanisms in use internationally, and the circumstances in which such
policies might be appropriately implemented;

engagement with state and territory governments on the benefit of:
o

consolidation of CCC policies where they are contained in a range of separate documents
(for example, New South Wales)59 and developing jurisdiction-wide policies where they are
lacking (for example, Northern Territory and Tasmania);

o

measures to address CCC risks being included as mandatory requirements in primary
legislation by the states and Northern Territory;

o

aligning CCC portfolio responsibilities across the jurisdictions to increase consistency and
coordination of response to CCC risks, including the possibility of establishing consistent
coastal protection/management boards at state level in each jurisdiction to assist relevant
decision makers (including when development approvals should be referred to such bodies
and what powers to direct decision makers they might be given);

o

taking a consistent approach to when public funds will be used for coastal protection
works and buy-backs in high risk coastal areas; and

engagement with the wider community on the options for managing CCC risks to existing
settlements and the circumstances in which such policies might be appropriately implemented.

There are examples of best practice in some states in the areas identified above. These could form
the basis for development of policy. We would be happy to advise further on the material we have
surveyed in this report.
Although review of regional and local policies in the jurisdictions is outside the scope of this report, this
report highlights a number of regional policies containing CCC risk management strategies in some
jurisdictions. In order to gain a better understanding of the range of CCC risk management policies in
place in Australia, a survey of regional approaches is recommended.
Finally, it is noted that this report does not address a number of out-of-scope issues, including,
importantly, the range of property law-related issues that might be impacted by policies relating to the
management of CCC impacts. These include the common law doctrines of accretion and diluvion
(erosion) and their modification by statute in some jurisdictions, and the application of the public trust
doctrine in Australia and any implications for managing CCC risks. Examination of these issues will be
required at some point in order to inform future policy development, particularly as it relates to the
management of CCC impacts on existing settlements.
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9. Glossary
AEP

Annual exceedance probability

ARI

Average return interval

CCC

Coastal climate change

CHVA

Coastal hazard vulnerability assessment

Council

Coasts and Climate Change Council

CP Act

Coastal Protection Act 1979 (NSW)

CZM Plans

Coastal zone management plans

DCCEE

Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency

EP&A Act

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW)

ESD

Ecologically sustainable development

IPCC

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

Jurisdiction

Each of the states and the Northern Territory

LUPA Act

Land Use Planning Act 1993 (Tas)

PE Act

Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic)

Regional CMPs

Regional coastal management plans

SLR

Sea level rise

SPA

Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (Qld)

SPP

Queensland State Planning Policy for Coastal Protection

SPP Act

State Policies and Projects Act 1993 (Tas)

VCS

Victorian Coastal Strategy 2008

VPPs

Victorian planning provisions

WAPC

Western Australian Planning Commission
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Appendix 1
Table 4: Snapshot review of risk protection standards and tools - Australia

AUSTRALIA

New South Wales

Victoria

Queensland

South Australia

Western Australia

Tasmania

Northern Territory

Coastal zone
definition

As depicted on
coastal maps,
generally 1 km
inland from high
water mark (HWM):
Coastal Protection
Act 1979 (NSW)

State waters to 200
metres inland from
high water mark
(HW M): Coastal
Management Act
1994 (Vic)

"Coast" means "all
areas within or
neighbouring the
foreshore" and the
"coastal zone" is
defined by
reference to coastal
zone maps: Coastal
Protection and
Management Act
1995 (Qld)

State waters to 100
metres inland from
high water mark
(HW M): Coast
Protection Act 1972
(SA)

No coastal legislation

No coastal
legislation

No coastal
legislation

All land fronting tidal
waters including the
coastline, beaches,
coastal lakes, bays
and estuaries and
tidal sections of
coastal rivers. It
also includes other
low-lying land
surrounding these
areas that may be
subject to coastal
processes in the

All Victorian coastal
water (i.e. the sea
and seabed to the
state limit – three
nautical miles or 5.5
kilometres off
shore) and all
private and coastal
Crown land directly
influenced by the
sea or directly
influencing the
coastline: Victorian

Coastal land
includes land under
tidal waters, erosion
prone areas, land at
risk from storm tide
inundation or
permanent
inundation due to
sea level rise
(collectively called
coastal hazard
areas), coastal
roads and

For the purposes of
referrals of coastal
development
assessments to the
Coast Protection
Board under the
Development Act
1993 (SA): "coastal
land" is used: "land
situated in a zone or
area defined in the
relevant Development
Plan where the name

Coastal seabed,
reefs, rocky outcrops
and headlands,
beaches, foreshores,
dunal systems,
mangroves, wetlands
and flats subject to
sea action and
coastal processes;
near shore marine
waters; all islands
within the State lying
seawards of the

State waters and all
land to a distance of
1 km inland from
HW M: State
Coastal Policy 1996

No information
available on
Northern Territory
Coastal
Management Policy
1985

(coastal
legislation)

(policies)
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AUSTRALIA

Sea Level Rise

New South Wales

Victoria

Queensland

South Australia

Western Australia

future as a
consequence of sea
level rise: NSW
Coastal Planning
Guideline: Adapting
to Sea Level Rise
(2010)

Coastal Strategy
(2008)

esplanades,
reserves and
unallocated State
land, and other
parcels of land
adjacent to the
foreshore:
Queensland
Coastal Plan (2011)

of the zone or area
includes the word
"coast" or "coastal",
or which indicates or
suggests in some
other way that the
zone or area is
situated on the coast"

mainland; and land
use and development
abutting the coast:
State Planning Policy
No. 2.6: State
Coastal Planning
Policy (2003)

0.4m rise by 2050
0.9m rise by 2100

No standard for
2050
0.8m rise by 2100

0.3m rise by 2050
0.8m rise by 2100

0.3m rise by 2050
1.0m rise by 2100
(and 0.7m each 50
years thereafter)

Benchmark year:
1990

Benchmark year:
not stated but 1990
assumed

Benchmark year:
1990

Benchmark year: not
stated but 1990
assumed

Benchmark year:
2010

1:100 ARI / PMF

1:100 ARI or as
determined by the
floodplain
management
authority

1:100 ARI (also for
extreme storm
events)

1:100 ARI but applied
additively with sea
level rise/tidal surge

1:100 ARI

1:100 ARI

1:100 ARI

Land liable to
flooding: Floor
levels: at least 0.3m
above any flood
levels declared
under Water Act
1989 (Vic) or by
floodplain

Local government is
responsible for
setting floor levels
(s 13(1) Building
Regulations 2006
(QLD))

In coastal hazard
areas: Floor levels:
0.55m above sea
flood levels and allow
for an additional rise
of 0.7m by 2100
(Standard planning
provisions: Principles

For floodplain
development: Floor
levels: above the
level of the defined
flood event (based on
1:100 ARI) (Western
Australian Planning
Commission, Natural

On land subject to
flooding: Floor
levels: 0.3m above
"prescribed
designated flood
levels" (either 0.6m
above ground level
or highest known

For flood prone
area: Floor levels:
0.3m above flood
level (Building
Regulations 2010)

2100+ increasing by
0.1m per decade

Flooding Risk

1% AEP flood level
incorporating the
2050 and 2100 SLR
benchmarks
Floor Levels
(flooding risk)

For flood
landplaning area:
Floor levels: 1%
AEP plus freeboard
and additional factor
for CCC risks (NSW
Floodplain
Development

Tasmania

Northern Territory

No standard for 2050

No set benchmark

0.9m rise by 2110

Local plans may
impose a
benchmark

No information
available

10% rise in cyclone
intensity

Floor level example
1 – Brisbane:
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AUSTRALIA

New South Wales

Victoria

Queensland

South Australia

Western Australia

Tasmania

Manual, 2007
Practical Guidance
and 2010 Flood
Risk Management
Guidelines)

management
authority (Reg 802,
Building
Regulations 2006)

Interim Residential
Flood Level (IRFL)
plus 0.5m (Brisbane
City Council
Temporary Local
Planning Instrument
– 01/11)

of Development
Control in "Coastal
Areas" chapter)

Hazards and
Disasters State
Planning Policy No
3.4)

flood level; land on
which flooding is
affected by the tide
- 0.6m above the
ordinary high-water
mark of spring tide)
(Building Act 2000
(Tas))

No requirements in
planning legislation

No requirements in
planning legislation

No requirements in
planning
60
legislation

*Specific levels are
set by local
municipal council

Risk
disclosure
(planning
legislation)

Section 149 EP&A
Act planning
certificate requires
risk disclosure of: a
policy that restricts
development of land
due to risks such as
tidal inundation,
subsidence, acid
sulphate soils or
any other risk (not
flooding); flood
related
development
controls; any
relevant coastal

*Specific levels are
set by local
municipal council

Floor level example
2: Gold Coast – at
least 0.3m above
designated flood
level (1: 100 ARI)
(Gold Coast City
Council Planning
Scheme –
Constraint Codes –
Flood Affected
Areas)
Section 199 EP Act
planning certificate
requires disclosure
of the provisions of
the planning
scheme shown on
the planning
scheme maps
which apply to the
land

No requirements in
planning legislation

Section 7 of the Land
and Business (Sale
and Conveyancing)
Act 1994 (SA)
requires a seller to
serve a statement
upon the buyer that
includes details of the
Development Plan
applicable to the land

Northern Territory

No requirements in
planning legislation
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AUSTRALIA

New South Wales

Victoria

Queensland

South Australia

Western Australia

Tasmania

Northern Territory

hazard risk category
(current, 2050,
2100) as
determined by the
Minister for the
Environment
(section 56B of the
CP Act).
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Table 5: Snapshot review of risk protection standards and tools – International

INTERNATIONAL

New Zealand

Netherlands

United Kingdom

USA

South Africa

Sea Level Rise

Planning is based on
following projections:

Planning is based on the
following projections:

Base value SLR of 0.5m by
2090-2099 in conjunction
with assessment of
consequences of mean SLR
of 0.8m

0.65m to 1.3m SLR by 2100

Recommended SLR
benchmark set as rise in
millimetres/year in relation to
1990 as set out in Table 6

No universal benchmarks,
SLR policies formulated at
state level using sciencebased setbacks

City of Cape Town policies
have been based on model
projections encompassing
the following three
scenarios:

(further information
on these international
examples provided at
Table 5A below)

2m to 4m SLR by 2200

Hawaii County example: 2ft
rise by 2100

(a)

worst case (2.5m rise
in sheltered
environments; 4.5m
rise in exposed
environments and
6.5m rise in very
exposed
environments);

(b)

4.5m SLR event; and

(c)

6.5m SLR

2100+ increasing 0.01m per
year

Flooding Risk

No single specific standard
and the "current level of flood
risk across New Zealand
cannot be stated with any
accuracy" (page 4-5)
Case studies illustrate urban
protection is usually 1:50 ARI
and rural areas are 1:50 ARI
to 1:100 ARI (page 21)
(Meeting the Challenges of
Future Flooding in New
Zealand (2008))

No information available

Split into 3 zones

No information available

No information available

Zone 1: 1:1000 ARI (river or
sea flooding)
Zone 2: Between 1:100 and
1:1000 ARI (river flooding) or
between 1:200 and 1:1000
(sea flooding)
Zone 3a: 1:100 ARI (river
flooding) or 1:200 ARI (sea
flooding)
Zone 3b: 1:20 ARI
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INTERNATIONAL

New Zealand

Netherlands

United Kingdom

USA

South Africa

No information available

No information available

(Planning and Policy
Statement 25: Development
and Flood Risk, page 22-24)
Coastal Zone

No definition in key policy
documents

No information available

No single definition of
'coastal zone' in UK
(Promoting an
integrated approach
to management of the
coastal zone (ICZM)
in England (June
2006)
http://archive.defra.go
v.uk/environment/mar
ine/documents/protec
ted/iczm/iczmconsultation.pdf)

Table 5A: International examples of SLR benchmarks: further information

Country

SLR benchmark

New Zealand

The New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010 does not contain a SLR benchmark but recognises
SLR and the need to manage it at the local level.
Coastal Hazards and Climate Change: A Guidance Manual for Local Government (2008) provides
local authorities with a best practice guide to integrate climate change considerations in land-use
planning.
This document was the basis for the Minister for Environment's recommendation that land-use planning
incorporate a base value projected sea level rise of 0.5m by 2090-2099 relative to 1980-1999 average.
Regional assessments are also to consider the consequences of a mean sea level rise of 0.8m relative
to 1980-1999 average and include an additional allowance of 10mm per year for planning beyond 2100.
Meeting the Challenges of Future Flooding in New Zealand (2008) outlines that there is currently no
one standard approach to managing flood risk in New Zealand, with the range of tools reflecting the
local context (page 4). However recommendations have been made to integrate flood risk

References

URL: http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/climate/coastalhazards-climate-change-guidance-manual/coastal-hazardsclimate-change-guidance-manual.pdf

URL: http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/land/meetingchallenges-of-future-flooding-in-nz/meeting-challenges-offuture-flooding-in-nz.pdf
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Country

SLR benchmark
management decision making. Case studies showed that urban areas were usually protected from at
least 1:50 ARI and rural areas may vary from 1:50 ARI to 1:100 ARI.

References

NZS9401:2008 Managing Flood Risk – A Process Standard provides a six step decision-making
framework for flood risk management.
United Kingdom

UK Communities and Local Government, Planning and Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood
Risk (2006, revised 2010) adopts a risk-based and sequential approach to be utilised by regional and
local planning authorities in planning to avoid flood risk and accommodate the impacts of climate
change.

URL:
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuil
ding/pdf/planningpolicystatement25.pdf

It includes the following standards:
•
A regional based approach to recommended contingency allowances for net sea level rise set
in millimetres per year relative to 1990, as illustrated in Table 6 above.
•
Adoption of Flood Zone levels, incorporating both sea and river flooding probability standards,
Netherlands

The Netherlands Government has established the Sustainable Coastal Development Committee (Delta
Committee) to formulate a vision on the long-term protection of the Dutch coast against the
consequences of climate change.

Website: http://www.deltacommissie.com/en/advies

In 2008, the Delta Committee released the Working Together with Water Full Report which provides
regional recommendations for sea-level rise management based on anticipated regional SLR of 0.65 to
1.3m by 2100 and of two and four metres by 2200.

URL: http://www.deltacommissie.com/doc/deltareport_full.pdf

Germany

Germany, in conjunction with Netherlands and Denmark under the Trilateral Wadden Sea Cooperation,
adopted a management plan for the entire Wadden Sea that expresses concern for the latest sea level
rise projections of 0.5m to 1.3m for the next century.

URL:
http://www.bmu.de/files/english/pdf/application/pdf/wadden_
sea_plan_2010_bf.pdf

USA

Policies concerning sea level rise have been formulated on a state basis.

Hawaii Example

Summary of Coastal Program Initiatives that address Sea Level Rise as a result of Global Climate
Change Report (2008) provides an overview of state policy initiatives.

URL:
http://seagrant.gso.uri.edu/z_downloads/coast_haz_slr.pdf

Centre for Island Climate Adaptation Policy Shoreline Impacts, Setback Policy & Sea Level Rise
Report (2009) makes reference to future sea level rise of two-foot over the next 100 years being the
benchmark utilised by Hawaii County planning.

URL:
http://www.pacificdisaster.net/pdnadmin/data/original/ICAP_
2009_shorelineimpacts_setbkpolicy.pdf
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Country

SLR benchmark

References

Canada

Provinces in Canada that are exposed to sea level rise including New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island and Newfoundland have conducted sea level rise research projects that outline
projections at specific regional sites. These research projects have formed the basis for Climate
Change Action Plans and Coastal Zone Management Strategies, but the Canadian Government does
not appear to have set a general sea level rise benchmark.

See generally the Atlantic Climate Adaptation Solutions
Association Website: http://atlanticadaptation.ca/acasa/

New Brunswick
Example

New Brunswick Climate Change Action Plan 2007-2012 anticipates sea level rise of between 50 and
60cm by 2100 but does not contain any specific benchmarks.

URL: http://www.gnb.ca/0009/0369/0015/0001-e.pdf.

Impacts of Sea-Level Rise and Climate Change on the Coastal Zone of Southeastern New Brunswick
Report (2006) provides regional sea level rise projections based on the study region and analysis of
isotactic subsidence and tilting (page 90). For example Cape Jourimain's projection is 59 +/- 35cm.

URL: http://www.ec.gc.ca/Publications/297D1933-034A4BD2-996EC83FAA1C8016/ImpactsOfSeaLevelRiseAndClimateCh
angeOnTheCoastal.pdf

Throughout 2007-2009, the City of Cape Town conducted a five phase Global Climate Change: Coastal
Climate Change and Adaptation – A Sea Level Rise Risk Assessment for Cape Town Report which
included sea level rise models and tools that are being used as a basis for City of Cape Town policy
statements on climate change, including the Framework for Adaptation to Climate Change in the City of
Cape Town.

URL:
http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/EnvironmentalResourceMa
nagement/publications/Pages/Reportsand.aspx#globalclim
atechange

South Africa

The models were based on three scenarios: (a) worst case (2.5m rise in sheltered environments; 4.5m
rise in exposed environments and 6.5m rise in very exposed environments); (b) 4.5m sea level rise
event; and (c) 6.5m sea level rise.
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Appendix 2
Table extract on planning instruments and hierarchies, as at June 2010
Extract from Productivity Commission (2011), "Chapter 3: Regulatory framework - Volume 1",
Performance Benchmarking of Australian Business Regulation: Planning, Zoning and Development
Assessment, Research Report, Canberra, pp 65-66.
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Appendix 3
Table 9: Mapping of current CCC risk management responsibilities

NSW COASTAL CLIMATE CHANGE MANAGEMENT
NSW

MINISTER FOR PRIMARY INDUSTRIES MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

MINISTER FOR PLANNING AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND EMERGENCY
SERVICES

Department of Primary Industries

Office of Environment and Heritage

Department of Planning and Infrastructure

Ministry for Police and Emergency Services

Flood Plain Management

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Key
Legislation

Water Act 1912 (NSW)

Coastal Protection Act 1979 (NSW)

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
(NSW)

State Emergency and Rescue Management Act
1989 (NSW)

Minister



Designates “floodplains”.









Adopts floodplain management
plans in accordance with floodplain
manual.

Approves maps defining “coastal
zone” (1 km inland from sea and
estuaries).

Ensures adequate measures for planning for
emergencies and disasters.



Co-ordinates Government Agencies.





Approves State Disaster Plan (Displan).

Decides applications for approval of
flood works on floodplain.

Appoints members of the Coastal
Panel.



Concurrence for development in
coastal zone with adverse effects in
some circumstances.

Water Management Act 2000 (NSW)

Ministerial
Corporation




Approvals required for development
as "waterfront land".


Guidelines for the making of coastal
zone management plans (CZM
Plans).



May direct work for protection of
coastal zone under Public Works Act

Directions for making planning instruments.
Current directions require local councils to
apply principles in Coastline Management
Manual and Floodplain Management
Manual in preparing planning instruments.



Approval of making planning instruments.



Deciding applications for major projects (State
Significant Development and Infrastructure).
The Minister will be required to take into
account CZM Plans and SLR Benchmarks in
deciding State Significant Development under
Part 4.



Call-in power for state significant projects.

1912 (NSW).


May direct local council to prepare
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NSW

MINISTER FOR PRIMARY INDUSTRIES MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

MINISTER FOR PLANNING AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND EMERGENCY
SERVICES

Department of Primary Industries

Office of Environment and Heritage

Department of Planning and Infrastructure

Ministry for Police and Emergency Services

Floodplain Management

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

CZM Plan.

Coastal
Panel
Department

Local
Councils



Certifies CZM Plan.



Determines risk categories of land.



Advises Minister and Local Councils.



Advises Minister and Local Councils.



Assessment of planning instruments.





Assessment of major projects (Part 3A and
new system).

Part of State Emergency Management
Committees.



Input into Displan and sub-plans.



Part of State Emergency Management
Committees.



Input into Displan and sub-plans.



Preparation of floodplain
management plans.



May issue certificate for placement of
emergency protection works.



Advice to Minister.



Advice to Minister.



Undertaking flooding hazard risk
studies and preparing flood
management plan under
Floodplain Management Manual
and Guide.



Undertaking coastal hazard risk
studies and preparing coastal
management plan under Coastline
Management Manual and Guide.



Preparation of CZM Plans.



May issue certificate for placement of
emergency protection works.



Advice to Minister.



Preparation of planning instruments having
regard to directions issued by the Minister.
Current directions require local councils to
apply principles in Coastline Management
Manual, Floodplain Management Manual and
Coastal Policy in preparing planning
instruments.



Deciding development applications (Part 4).
The local council is required to take into
account environmental impacts in deciding
whether to grant development consent
including CZM Plans and SLR
Benchmarks.
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NSW

MINISTER FOR PRIMARY INDUSTRIES MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

MINISTER FOR PLANNING AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND EMERGENCY
SERVICES

Department of Primary Industries

Office of Environment and Heritage

Department of Planning and Infrastructure

Ministry for Police and Emergency Services

Floodplain Management

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response





Part of State Emergency Management
Committees.



Input into Displan and disaster sub-plans.

Public
Authorities

Land and
Environment
Court



Approvals relating to approval
applications.

Environmental assessment of proposed
activities which do not require development
consent (ie Part 5 activities). The public
authority is required to consider any impact on
coastal processes and coastal hazards
including those under projected climate
change conditions in making decisions
(regulation 228).



Appeals relating to development applications.



Judicial review proceedings.
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VICTORIAN COASTAL CLIMATE CHANGE MANAGEMENT
VICTORIA

MINISTER FOR WATER

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

Responsible
body

Department of
Sustainability &
Environment

Department of Sustainability & Environment

Department of Planning and
Community Development

Department of Police and Emergency
Services

Area

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Key
Legislation

Catchment and Land
Protection Act 1994 (Vic)
(CALP Act)

Climate Change Act 2010 (Vic)

Coastal Management Act 1995
(Vic)

Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic)

Emergency Management Act 1986 (Vic)



Sets a greenhouse gas
emissions target.









Establishes a set of
guiding principles.

Establishes the Victoria Emergency
Management Council and Emergency
Services Commissioner (ESC).



Provides for the preparation of the State
Emergency Response Plan (DISPLAN).



Provides the Co-ordinator in Chief (the
Minister) with broad-ranging powers if a
"state of disaster" is declared by the
Premier.



Ensures adequate measures for planning for
emergencies and disasters.



Co-ordinates Government Agencies.



Arranges preparation and review of the
State Emergency Response Plan.



If "state of disaster" is declared, exercises
overall control of the emergency and has

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND EMERGENCY
SERVICES

Water Act 1989 (Vic)
Framework
of Act



The CALP Act provides
for the establishment of
Catchment
Management
Authorities (CMAs),
Regional Catchment
Strategies and other
plans such as Special
Area Plans.

Minister



Water Act 1989:
provides for floodplain
management.



May, at the request of a
water Authority, declare
any area to be an area
of land liable to flooding
or a floodway area.



Provides for the making of
a Climate Change
Adaptation Plan.



Facilitates the
consideration of climate
change issues in specified
areas of decision making
of the Government.



Must prepare a Climate
Change Adaptation Plan
that sets out an outline
and risk assessment of
the potential impacts of
climate change on
various regions of
Victoria specified in the

Provides for the coordinated
strategic planning and
management of the

schemes.

Victorian coast.




Establishes the Victorian
Coastal Council (VCC).

Endorses the Victorian
Coastal Strategy (VCS),



Regulates assessment and
approval of use and development
permit applications.



Provides for the establishment of
Development Assessment
Committees, ministerial call-in, and
the declaration of projects of State
or regional significance.



Prepares and approves the VPPs.
Some clauses incorporate the VCS:
clause 12.02 "Protection of Coastal
areas"; clause 13.01-1 "Coastal
inundation and erosion" and clause
11.05-4 "Climate change, natural
hazards and community safety".

Coastal Action Plans
(CAPs), and Management
Plans for Crown land.


Provides for the making and
amending of the Victorian Planning
Provisions (VPPs) and planning

Must "take all reasonable
steps to give effect to the


Approves the making of planning
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VICTORIA

MINISTER FOR WATER

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND EMERGENCY
SERVICES

Responsible
body

Department of
Sustainability &
Environment

Department of Sustainability & Environment

Department of Planning and
Community Development

Department of Police and Emergency
Services

Area

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

plan; and a statement of
the Government statewide priorities and
strategic responses for
adaptation to potential
impacts of climate
change.




Department



Report on Victoria's
greenhouse gas
emissions and the
science and data relevant
to climate change.
May publish guidelines
which decision-makers
under other Acts are
required to consider.

Advises the Minister.

Coastal Management

schemes and amendments.

VCS."


Recommends members of
the VCC.



May establish Regional
Coastal Boards (which
develop CAPs - key
statutory mechanism for
implementing the VCS at a
regional level).



May give directions to the
VCC or Regional Coastal
Boards.



May by Order determine,
abolish or change the
boundaries of coastal
regions.



Approves use or
development of coastal
Crown land.



Advises the Minister.



Issues directions about the form and
content of any planning scheme or
planning schemes. Ministerial
Direction No. 13 "Managing Coastal
Hazards and the Coastal Impacts of
Climate Change" directs decision
making for rezoning of non-urban
coastal land to urban coastal land.



Call-in power in certain
circumstances (eg where
application raises a major issue of
policy and may have a substantial
effect on the achievement or
development of planning
objectives).



Assesses planning schemes.



Advises the Minister.

very wide ranging powers, including to direct
other agencies and suspend operation of
legislation.



Advises the Minister.
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VICTORIA

MINISTER FOR WATER

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND EMERGENCY
SERVICES

Responsible
body

Department of
Sustainability &
Environment

Department of Sustainability & Environment

Department of Planning and
Community Development

Department of Police and Emergency
Services

Area

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response





Prepare local planning schemes
(using the VPPs as a template).





Decide development applications,
taking into account a range of
considerations including the
relevant planning scheme
provisions and the objectives of
planning in Victoria.

Local
Councils

Public
Authorities

Authorities
exercising
waterway
management
functions



Find out likely height
and extent of flood
waters.



Declare flood levels and
flood fringe areas.



Declare building lines.



Control existing or
proposed developments
on land adjoining
waterways.



Take action to minimise
flooding and flood
damage (including
developing and

Must "take all reasonable
steps to give effect to" the
VCS.



Must "take all reasonable
steps to give effect to" the
VCS.



Develops and coordinates
implementation of the
VCS.



Undertakes statewide
strategic coastal planning.

Must prepare a municipal emergency
management plan which specifies how
municipal resources are to be used for
emergency prevention, response and
recovery (assisted by SES).
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VICTORIA

MINISTER FOR WATER

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND EMERGENCY
SERVICES

Responsible
body

Department of
Sustainability &
Environment

Department of Sustainability & Environment

Department of Planning and
Community Development

Department of Police and Emergency
Services

Area

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Coastal Management

implementing plans).


Victorian
Coastal
Council

Provide advice about
flooding and
development controls to
local councils, the
Department and the
community.



Advises and reports to the
Minister.



Monitors development of
CAPs and coordinates
their implementation.



Prepares and publishes
guidelines.
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QUEENSLAND COASTAL CLIMATE CHANGE MANAGEMENT
QUEENSLAND

Key Legislation

Minister

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
PLANNING
REGIONAL PLANNING MINISTERS

MINISTER FOR POLICE, CORRECTIVE
SERVICES AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

Department of Environment and Resource Management (DERM)

Department of Local Government and Planning
Local Councils

Emergency Management Queensland
(Department of Community Safety)

Floodplain
Management

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Water Act 2000
(Qld)

Coastal Protection and Management Act 1995 (Qld)

Sustainable Planning Act 2009 (Qld)

Disaster Management Act 2003 (Qld)





Joint making of coastal State planning
instrument that forms part of State CMP.



Approves disaster situation declarations.



Making directions to State Group.



Making of state planning policies.



Regional Planning Ministers make regional
plans (Regional CMPs).



The State CMP and Regional CMPs have the
effect of state planning policies and prevail to
the extent of any inconsistency with other
planning policies.



Making of standard planning scheme
provisions.



Guidelines for making local planning
instruments.



May require local councils to review or amend
local planning instruments.



May decide applications for “assessable
development” as “assessment manager”.

Prepares coastal plan for the “coastal zone” (State CMP)
describing how the “coastal zone” is to be managed. The
Minister must consider the effect of climate change on
coastal management in preparing the coastal plan. State
CMP can include a coastal State planning instrument
which must be jointly made with Minister for Local
Government and Planning.



State Coastal Management Plan 2002 has been
prepared. Regional Coastal Management Plans
(Regional CMPs) have also been prepared for some
areas. Queensland Coastal Plan will replace these
plans.







May declare land to be a “coastal management district” if
the Minister considers the area requires immediate
protection or management. This may fix a coastal
building line.
May approve inclusion of land surrender condition in
development approval.
Exemption certificates.
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QUEENSLAND

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE, CORRECTIVE
SERVICES AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

REGIONAL PLANNING MINISTERS

Department

Local Councils

Department of Environment and Resource Management (DERM)

Department of Local Government and Planning
Local Councils

Emergency Management Queensland
(Department of Community Safety)

Floodplain
Management

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response



Certifies map showing “coastal zone”.







Must implement the State CMP.

Establishment of State Group which
develops strategic policy framework for
disaster management.



May arrange for a department, local government, port
authority, port operator or statutory authority to implement
the State CMP.



Ensures disaster management system is
developed.



Issuing notices to carry out or stop work or protect land in
coastal management districts.



Prepare a State Disaster Management
Plan.



May declare area to be an erosion prone area if satisfied
the area may be subject to coastal erosion or tidal
inundation.



Provide reports and make
recommendations to the Minister.



State Group also has emergency powers.

Advice to Minister.



“Assessment manager” for some applications for
“assessable development” (tidal works not in port or local
government tidal area or work in a coastal management
district).



May include condition in development consent requiring
surrender of land for coastal management if in erosion
prone area, within 40 metres of foreshore and approval of
Minister.



Make available notices relating to erosion prone area.







Incorporate adaptation strategies into planning
instruments for high risk coastal areas.

Making of local planning schemes and
policies.

Ensure it has disaster response
capability.



Deciding whether to approve “assessable
development” as “assessment manager” for
most development applications.



Approve local disaster management plan.



Ensure information about event in area is
given to Co-ordinator.



The State CMP and Regional CMPs have
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QUEENSLAND

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE, CORRECTIVE
SERVICES AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

REGIONAL PLANNING MINISTERS
Department of Environment and Resource Management (DERM)

Department of Local Government and Planning
Local Councils

Emergency Management Queensland
(Department of Community Safety)

Floodplain
Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Coastal Management

the effect of state planning policies and
prevail to the extent of any inconsistency
with other planning policies.
Public
Authorities



May be “assessment manager” for certain
“assessable development” relating to their
areas of operations.



Part of State Group.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA COASTAL CLIMATE CHANGE MANAGEMENT
WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

MINISTER FOR WATER

MINISTER FOR
ENVIRONMENT

MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES

Responsible body

Department of Water

Department of
Environment and
Conservation Climate
Change Unit

Department of Transport

Planning Western Australia (Department
of Planning)
Western Australian Planning Commission
Local Councils

Fire and Emergency Services
Authority of Western Australia

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Waterway Agencies
(Powers) Act (WA)

Environmental Protection
Act 1986 (WA)

No coastal management
legislation

Planning and Development Act 2005 (WA)

Emergency Management Act 2005
(WA)

Key Legislation

Minister

Nil



Coastal protection
responsibilities under
marine/ports legislation.



Provide access to data,
technical advice and
assistance on coastal
protection.



Develop policies with
respect to provision of
state funding for coastal
protection works.



Regulates planning and development in
Western Australia.



Approves and directs state planning
policies and presents to Governor for
approval.



Directs preparation of region planning
schemes.



State Coastal Planning Policy 2.6 and
State Planning Policy 2 Environment
and Natural Resources have been
made.



Can direct WAPC to prepare region
planning schemes.



Presents region planning schemes
to Governor for approval.

•

Approves local planning schemes.

•

May direct local councils to amend
local planning scheme to be
consistent with State planning
policy.



Regulates emergency planning,
preparation and response
through establishment of state,
regional and local committees
and plans.



Approves disaster situation
declarations.



Appoints State Emergency
Management Committee
(SEMC).



Gives directions to SEMC.



May declare state of emergency.



Approves Emergency Plans
(Westplans). Westplans are in
force for tsunamis, floods, storm
and tempest.
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WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

MINISTER FOR WATER

MINISTER FOR
ENVIRONMENT

MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES

Responsible body

Department of Water

Department of
Environment and
Conservation Climate
Change Unit

Department of Transport

Planning Western Australia (Department
of Planning)
Western Australian Planning Commission
Local Councils

Fire and Emergency Services
Authority of Western Australia

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Western Australian
Planning
Commission
(WAPC)

Coastal Planning
and Co-ordination
Council is statutory
committee of WAPC

EPA



Prepares state planning policies and
region planning schemes.



Co-ordinates planning regime.



Drafting, administration, revision and
reform of legislation relating to land use,
transport planning and land
development.



Compilation of planning instruments
(state planning policies, strategies and
plans including local planning schemes).



Includes Coastal Planning and Coordination Council (CPCC) as a
statutory committee of the WAPC.



Environmental review
of planning schemes.



Environmental review of draft planning
schemes.



May make
recommendations and
provide advice on
planning schemes.



May make recommendations and
provide advice on draft planning
schemes.
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WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

MINISTER FOR WATER

MINISTER FOR
ENVIRONMENT

MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES

Responsible body

Department of Water

Department of
Environment and
Conservation Climate
Change Unit

Department of Transport

Planning Western Australia (Department
of Planning)
Western Australian Planning Commission
Local Councils

Fire and Emergency Services
Authority of Western Australia

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response







Provide access to data,
technical advice and
assistance on coastal
protection.



Policies with respect to
provision of state funding
for coastal protection
works.

Department

Provide advice to the
Department of Planning,
Western Australian
Planning Commission,
local government and
other agencies on
flooding and
recommend guidelines
for sound development
on floodplains.



Responsible for the
whole of State
Government
coordination of policy
and strategy
regarding the
economic,
environmental and
social impacts of
climate change.



Roles under Westplans.

Provide advice on
development of
floodplains, in particular
to collect and analyse
flood data; prepare
floodplain maps of
existing and future urban
areas which are flood
prone; provide advice to
the Ministry for Planning,
local government and
other agencies on
flooding and recommend
guidelines for sound
development on
floodplains; and assist in
flood forecasting in
association with the
Bureau of Meteorology
for the issuing of flood
warnings.
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WESTERN
AUSTRALIA

MINISTER FOR WATER

MINISTER FOR
ENVIRONMENT

MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES

Responsible body

Department of Water

Department of
Environment and
Conservation Climate
Change Unit

Department of Transport

Planning Western Australia (Department
of Planning)
Western Australian Planning Commission
Local Councils

Fire and Emergency Services
Authority of Western Australia

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response





Prepares local planning schemes and
policies having "due regard" to State
planning policies.





Decides whether to approve
development applications.

Ensure effective local emergency
management arrangements are
prepared and maintained for its
district.



Manages recovery following an
emergency affecting the
community and may be directed
to perform other functions.



Approve local disaster
management plan.



Ensure information about event in
area is given to Co-ordinator.



Part of SEMC.



Emergency powers available as
hazard management authorities
and supporting organisations.

Local Councils

Development
Assessment Panels

Undertake coastal
protection works.



Development Assessment Panels
decide some development applications.

Public Authorities

State Administrative
Tribunal



Power to review various decisions.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA COASTAL CLIMATE CHANGE MANAGEMENT
SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

MINISTER FOR
ENVIRONMENT AND
CONSERVATION

Responsible
body

MINISTER FOR
SUSTAINABILITY AND
CLIMATE CHANGE

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND
CONSERVATION

MINISTER FOR URBAN
DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING AND
THE CITY OF ADELAIDE

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES

Department of Premier and
and Cabinet

Department of Environment and
Natural Resources

Department of Planning and Local
Government

Department of Police and
Emergency Services

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response
Emergency Management Act
2004 (SA)

Area

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Key Legislation

Natural Resources
Management Act 1994 (SA)

Climate Change and Greenhouse
Coast Protection Act 1972 (SA)
Emissions Reduction Act 2007 (SA)

Development Act 1993 (SA)



Provides broad direction for
climate change action in
South Australia.



Provides for the conservation and
protection of the beaches and coast of
South Australia.



Regulates development and
planning in South Australia.





Sets a greenhouse gas
emissions reduction target.



Establishes the Coast Protection
Board (CPB) which has a number of

Sets out the process for making
State, regional and local
planning schemes.



Establishes the Premier's
Climate Change Council to
provide advice to the
Minister.

Framework of
Act









Establishes an
integrated scheme to
promote the use and
management of natural
resources in a
sustainable manner.
Establishes the
Natural Resource
Management (NRM)
Council.
Provides for the
establishment of NRM
Regions, regional NRM
boards and State and
regional NRM Plans.
Regional NRM boards
may undertake work for
the purposes of
stormwater
management or flood
mitigation.



Prospering in a changing
Climate: A Draft Climate
Change Adaptation
Framework for South
Australia has been released
– covers sectors including
coastal regions and
emergency management.

functions including: to protect and
restore the coast from erosion,
damage, etc; to develop the coast for
aesthetic improvement; to advise the
Minister.


Defines "coast" as all land that is:
within the mean high water mark
(MHWM) and the mean low water
mark (MLWM) on the seashore at
spring tides; or above and within 100
metres of that MHWM; or below and
within 3 nautical miles of that MLWM;
or within any estuary, inlet, river,
creek, bay or lake and subject to the
ebb and flow of the tide.

Development Regulations 2008 (SA)







Establishes the State
Emergency Management
Committee (SEMC).



Establishes the State Coordinator (Chief of Police)
who:

Provides for the assessment
and approval of development
applications.

o

has responsibility for
managing and
coordinating response
and recovery
operations.

Provides for the assessment
and approval of major
developments.
o

may declare "identified
major incidents" and
"major emergencies".



Provides for preparation of
the State Emergency
Management Plan by the
SEMC.



Provides the State Coordinator and authorised
officers with broad-ranging
powers if "major emergency"
or a "disaster" is declared.
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SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

MINISTER FOR
ENVIRONMENT AND
CONSERVATION

Responsible
body
Area
Minister

Floodplain Management




Recommends to the
Governor the
establishment of NRM
Regions.
Establishes regional
NRM Boards (which
may establish NRM
groups and NRM areas
within their regions).



Develops or co-ordinates
policies relating to
natural resources
management.



Promotes the integration
or co-ordination of
policies, programs, plans
relating to resource
management in the
State.

MINISTER FOR
SUSTAINABILITY AND
CLIMATE CHANGE

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND
CONSERVATION

MINISTER FOR URBAN
DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING AND
THE CITY OF ADELAIDE

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES

Department of Premier and
and Cabinet

Department of Environment and
Natural Resources

Department of Planning and Local
Government

Department of Police and
Emergency Services

Climate Change

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response









Nominates members of the
SEMC.



Governor appoints members
of the SEMC.



Governor may declare an
emergency to be a
"disaster".



Develops, adopts or
promotes policies or
programs to assist in climate
change mitigation and
promoting or implementing
measures to facilitate
adaptation to climate change.
Considers whether it is
necessary or desirable to
amend legislation or modify
policies or administrative
practices to achieve the
objects of the Act.

Governor declares "coast protection
districts". There are six coast
protection districts in South Australia.

Ensures that a Planning
Strategy for development within
South Australia is prepared and
maintained.



The principal state-wide
planning document is the
Planning Strategy for South
Australia.



May declare a proposed
development to be a "major
development" if it is of major
environmental, social or
economic importance and the
declaration is "appropriate" or
"necessary" for the "proper"
assessment of the proposal.



Refers major developments to
the Development Assessment
Commission to assist with
assessment of the major
development.



Assesses major developments
for submission to the Governor
for approval.



Prepares, or directs local
councils to prepare
development plans.
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SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

MINISTER FOR
ENVIRONMENT AND
CONSERVATION

Responsible
body
Area
Coast
Protection
Board

Department

Floodplain Management

MINISTER FOR
SUSTAINABILITY AND
CLIMATE CHANGE

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND
CONSERVATION

MINISTER FOR URBAN
DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING AND
THE CITY OF ADELAIDE

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES

Department of Premier and
and Cabinet

Department of Environment and
Natural Resources

Department of Planning and Local
Government

Department of Police and
Emergency Services

Climate Change

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response



Develops and implements
management plans for each coast
protection district in consultation with
local councils.



Acts as a referral authority for
development proposals on
coastal land.





Develops coastal planning policies,
including:

May, in certain circumstances,
direct the relevant authority to
refuse the relevant application,
or may impose conditions on
the development.



Assesses planning schemes.



Advises the Minister.

o

Policy on Coast Protection and
New Coastal Development
(1991);

o

Coast Protection Board Policy
Document (2002); and

o

Coastline: Coastal Erosion,
flooding and sea level rise
standards and protection policy
(1992).



Has extensive powers, including to
remove sand and other material,
acquire land, enter and remain on
land, execute all necessary works in
relation to a coast protection district,
appoint advisory committees (eg the
Sea Level Rise Advisory Committee).



Provides technical and administrative
assistance to the CPB through its
coastal protection branch.



Advises the Minister.
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SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

MINISTER FOR
ENVIRONMENT AND
CONSERVATION

Responsible
body
Area

Floodplain Management

Local Councils

Environment,
Resources and
Development
Court



Hears appeals against
various decisions under
the Act.

MINISTER FOR
SUSTAINABILITY AND
CLIMATE CHANGE

MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT AND
CONSERVATION

MINISTER FOR URBAN
DEVELOPMENT, PLANNING AND
THE CITY OF ADELAIDE

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES

Department of Premier and
and Cabinet

Department of Environment and
Natural Resources

Department of Planning and Local
Government

Department of Police and
Emergency Services

Climate Change

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response







Prepare development plans in
accordance with the state-wide
planning documents.





Decide whether to approve
development applications.



Hears appeals against
decisions on development
applications.

Member of Premier's Climate
Change Council.

May apply to the CPB for a grant to
acquire coastal land with a view to
protecting, restoring or developing
that land, or for contribution towards
coastal
protection/restoration/development
works.

Must prepare a municipal
emergency management
plan which specifies how
municipal resources are to
be used for emergency
prevention, response and
recovery (assisted by SES).
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TASMANIA COASTAL CLIMATE CHANGE MANAGEMENT
TASMANIA

MINISTER FOR PRIMARY
INDUSTRIES AND WATER

MINISTER FOR
CLIMATE CHANGE

PREMIER

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Responsible
body

Department of Primary
Industries, Parks, Water and
Environment

Department of
Premier and Cabinet

Department of Premier and Cabinet

Tasmanian Planning
Commission under the
Department of Justice

Department of Police and
Emergency Management

Area

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Coastal Management (projects of State Significance, State
Policies)

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Key
Legislation

Building Act 2000 (Tas)1

Climate Change (State
Action) Act 2008 (Tas)

State Policies and Projects Act 1993 (Tas)

Land Use Planning and Approvals
Act 1993 (Tas)

Emergency Management Act
2006 (Tas)

Framework
of Act



Provides for the use and
management of the
freshwater resources of
Tasmania.





Regulates assessment and approval of projects of State
significance.







Provides for the making of State Policies (ie Tasmanian
Sustainable Development Policies):

Establishes Emergency
Management Committees
at State, regional and
municipal levels.

Provides for management
of "water districts" by
"water entities" (which
include councils, bodies
corporate, the Minister).





Provides for the preparation
of emergency management
plans.



Makes provision for the
planning for, and
coordination of response to,
emergencies.

Water Management Act 1999
(Tas)







1

Water districts include
water supply districts,
irrigation districts,
riverworks districts, and
drainage districts.
Permitted activities in a
riverworks district include
mitigating against the
adverse effects of
flooding.



Sets a
greenhouse gas
emissions
reduction target.
Provides for a
regulation-making
power.

o

The State Coastal Policy 1996 is currently in force
(and validated by the State Coastal Policy Validation
Act 2003 (Tas)). "Coastal zone" is defined as State
waters and 1km inland from the high-water mark. It
requires policies to be developed to respond to the
potential effects of climate change (including sea
level rise) on use and development in the coastal
zone.

Establishes the
Tasmanian
Climate Change
Action Council.

o

Provides for the making and
amending of planning schemes
and the assessment of
planning directives.



Regulates assessment and
approval of development.



Provides for the enforcement of
agreements between planning
authorities and landowners, and
appeals to the Resource
Management and Planning
Appeal Tribunal.

A State Policy may require a statutory authority to
undertake activities, perform functions and exercise
powers specified in the State Policy.

The Building Act restricts the erection or placement of a building containing habitable rooms on land subject to flooding unless the floor level of each habitable room in the building is 300 millimetres or more
above the prescribed designated flood level for that land.
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TASMANIA

MINISTER FOR PRIMARY
INDUSTRIES AND WATER

MINISTER FOR
CLIMATE CHANGE

PREMIER

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Responsible
body

Department of Primary
Industries, Parks, Water and
Environment

Department of
Premier and Cabinet

Department of Premier and Cabinet

Tasmanian Planning
Commission under the
Department of Justice

Department of Police and
Emergency Management

Area

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Coastal Management (projects of State Significance, State
Policies)

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Minister







Recommends to the Governor the making of an order
declaring a project of State significance.



Approves planning schemes.







Directs the Tasmanian Planning Commission to
undertake an integrated assessment of the project.

Declares projects of regional
significance and refers projects
so declared to the EPA.

Approves the Tasmanian
Emergency Management
Plan.



Premier declares state of
emergency.



Tasmanian
Planning
Commission

Approves applications by
water entities for water
districts.
Ensures the due
administration of a water
district.

Tasmanian
Framework for
Action on Climate
Change has been
prepared.



May recommend to the Governor the making of an order
allowing the project to proceed (upon advice of the
Tasmanian Planning Commission).



Directs the Tasmanian Planning
Commission to assess draft
planning directives.



Decides whether a matter is of State significance and
should be dealt with in a State Policy.



Issues planning directives.



Recommends to the Governor the making of a State
Policy.



Undertakes integrated assessments of projects of State
significance in accordance with direction of the Minister.



Assesses and approves
planning schemes.



Notifies relevant councils and agencies of the
integrated assessment and accept submissions.





Makes recommendations to the Minister regarding
approval of projects of State significance.

Appoints Development
Assessment Panel to assess
projects of regional
significance.



Amends planning schemes to remove inconsistencies
between planning schemes and projects of State
significance.



Grants special permits for
projects of regional
significance.



May amend planning schemes
to remove inconsistencies
between planning schemes
and special permits.



Assesses draft planning
directives and makes
recommendations to the
Minister.
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TASMANIA

MINISTER FOR PRIMARY
INDUSTRIES AND WATER

MINISTER FOR
CLIMATE CHANGE

PREMIER

MINISTER FOR PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE AND
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Responsible
body

Department of Primary
Industries, Parks, Water and
Environment

Department of
Premier and Cabinet

Department of Premier and Cabinet

Tasmanian Planning
Commission under the
Department of Justice

Department of Police and
Emergency Management

Area

Floodplain Management

Climate Change

Coastal Management (projects of State Significance, State
Policies)

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Local
Councils



May apply to the Minister
to establish a water
district.



Must comply with State Policies.







May make submissions in relation to projects of State
significance during the integrated assessment process.

Prepare regional and local
planning schemes.



Decide whether to approve
development applications in
accordance with planning
instruments.

Hears permit application
appeals.



Limitation on appeal rights.



Hears development application
appeals.

Resource
Management
and Planning
Appeal
Tribunal



Manage emergencies
affecting their municipality
in accordance with the
relevant emergency
management plan.
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NORTHERN TERRITORY COASTAL CLIMATE CHANGE MANAGEMENT
NORTHERN
TERRITORY

MINISTER FOR NATURAL RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENT AND HERITAGE

MINISTER FOR LANDS AND PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE, FIRE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES

Department of Natural Resources, Environment, The Arts and Sport

Department of Lands and Planning

Northern Territory Police, Fire and
Emergency Services

Development Consent Authority
Local Councils

Key Legislation
Minister

Department

Floodplain
Management

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response

Nil

Nil

Planning Act (NT)

Northern Territory Disasters Act (NT)



Makes planning schemes.





There is a Northern Territory Planning Scheme
in place.



Consent authority for some development
applications.



Provides technical support to the
Development Consent Authority.



Development Consent Authority is consent
authority for most development applications.

Overall responsibility for the Act and
operates through the Territory counterdisaster organisation which comprises the
following key elements:


Northern Territory Counter Disaster Council



Northern Territory Counter Disaster Controller



Northern Territory Emergency
Service (NTES).



May declare a state of emergency



The Northern Territory Counter - Disaster
Council advises the Minister on counter disaster policy and issues,



Approves all counter-disaster plans



Advises and directs the Territory
Controller and Director of the NTES with
regard to implementation of counterdisaster measures.
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NORTHERN
TERRITORY

MINISTER FOR NATURAL RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENT AND HERITAGE

MINISTER FOR LANDS AND PLANNING

MINISTER FOR POLICE, FIRE AND
EMERGENCY SERVICES

Department of Natural Resources, Environment, The Arts and Sport

Department of Lands and Planning

Northern Territory Police, Fire and
Emergency Services

Development Consent Authority
Local Councils
Floodplain
Management
Local Councils

Coastal Management

Statutory Planning

Emergency Response



Play an active part in local community
Counter-Disaster Planning Committees
and the provision of resources during
response operations.



Ensure it has disaster response
capability.



Approve local disaster management plan.
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Appendix 4
Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency – Statement of Requirement

A1

Background

The risks to coastal land and assets are large and will increase substantially in coming decades if current
development patterns continue. These risks include more frequent inundation of coastal infrastructure and
settlements, increased damage costs to households, more regular disruption to service delivery in areas
affected by flooding, loss of buffering and productivity of natural ecosystems, reduced asset life from
accelerated corrosion and degradation, possible reduced access to affordable insurance cover, loss of public
and private land through erosion, and greater expenditure on asset repair and maintenance. Preparing to
manage these risks will challenge many decision-makers.
Leadership by governments will be necessary if adaptation action in the coastal zone is to be effective, as
government roles in planning and setting benchmarks will be central to risk management.
In early 2010 a National Coastal Adaptation Forum was held in Adelaide to discuss how we need to prepare
Australia for future climate change challenges on the coast. About 200 senior coastal decision makers
participated in the Forum. There was broad agreement among Forum participants that a coordinated national
approach, with clear allocation of responsibility, will reduce uncertainty in responding to climate change risks
and reduce confusion and potential costs associated with inconsistencies in a national market. Areas identified
at the Forum for further consideration included sea level rise benchmarks, risk guidance frameworks and
issues to do with legal liability, property rights and legacy issues.
The Coasts and Climate Change Council (the Council) has been appointed by the federal Minister for
Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, the Hon. Greg Combet MP, to:
−

Provide advice to the Minister and the Australian Government on the implications of coastal climate
change for decision makers

−

Undertake professional stakeholder engagement activities to inform advice on national coastal climate
change adaptation reform priorities

−

Raise awareness of coastal climate change adaptation issues.

The Council’s work program includes consideration of areas where a national approach to coastal adaptation
planning, perhaps through a more coordinated or consistent approach, would be beneficial.
A survey and analysis of how current legislation and policy regimes around Australia address coastal climate
change risks will provide a valuable reference tool for the Council.

A2

Contract Services/Outcomes Required

The Department is seeking services to survey and analyse legal and policy frameworks relevant to coastal
adaptation. The Department will provide the analysis to the Council.
The work is expected to provide a national overview of how coastal climate change risks are currently
addressed through existing legislative and policy frameworks. The scope of the work should cover coastal
planning, emergency management and coastal protection practices.
In particular the Department is seeking:
1

A clear and succinct mapping of current legislative, policy and institutional arrangements
for each Australian jurisdiction (with the exception of the ACT). Indicative length is one
A3 page for each jurisdiction.
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The survey should map current legislation and policy mechanisms for each state and the
Northern Territory. The survey must identify the legislation and policy frameworks covering
coastal planning, emergency management and coastal protection practices. It should identify
administering bodies and decision makers as well as identify subservient regulations and
guidelines where appropriate (ie where they have a role in managing climate change risk).
The output for this work should be in the form of a diagram that visually maps each
jurisdiction’s current legal, policy and institutional arrangements (noting legislation or state
coastal management plans near completion) and include an accompanying, short narrative
text.

2

A succinct strategic analysis (indicative length – no more than 30 pages) of the legal
and policy mechanisms that have been implemented across the states and Northern
Territory to address coastal climate change risk. The analysis should include
discussion of :
−

commentary on the variation and extent to which climate impacts are addressed;

−

the main areas of difference or similarity between the jurisdictional approaches and
the key mechanisms used to minimise coastal climate change impacts;

−

standards or benchmarks mandated for risk management including the extent to
which guidance is provided for their implementation;

−

the level of, or provisions for, risk disclosure;

−

whether approaches address future risk (ie future development) or existing risk (ie
development already in place) or both;

−

the agency or decision makers responsible for the risk management/planning
decisions and any limitations to those roles; and

−

the level of integration across climate change, planning and emergency management.

The analysis may involve interviews with state governments (facilitated through DCCEE) to
verify information and bring on-ground experience and a cross sectoral perspective to the
analysis.

3

A snapshot review of risk protection standards employed for different natural hazards
(eg requirements for residential properties to be built to a 1 in 100 year flood). This
should consider examples across different levels of government and also include
international examples.
The review should provide a concise and referenced summary of risk protection standards that
have been employed to minimise risk from natural hazards in Australia and should include
examples from up to 10 equivalent or comparable overseas jurisdictions.
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Endnotes
1

Australian Government (2010), Developing a national coastal adaptation agenda, a report on the National Climate
Change Forum, Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, available at
http://www.climatechange.gov.au/publications/adaptation/developing-national-coastal-adaptation-agenda.aspx.

2

Ibid.

3

Standing Committee on Climate Change, Water, Environment and the Arts (2009), Managing our Coastal Zone in a
Changing Climate: The time to act is now, House of Representatives, available at
http://www.aph.gov.au/house/committee/ccwea/coastalzone/report/Final%20Report.pdf; Australian Government (2010),
Australian Government response to the House of Representatives Committee Report: Managing our Coastal Zone in a
Changing Climate: The time to act is now, Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, available at
http://www.climatechange.gov.au/media/whats-new/house-of-reps-response.aspx; Australian Government (2009),
Climate Change Risks to Australia's Coast, a first pass national assessment, Department of Climate Change and
Energy Efficiency, available at http://www.climatechange.gov.au/~/media/publications/coastline/cc-risks-full-report.pdf.

4

For the purposes of our analysis, we have assumed that the Queensland Coastal Plan (2011) is in effect.

5

IPCC (2007), Fourth Assessment Report: Climate Change 2007, available at
http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/publications_and_data_reports.shtml.

6

Policy refers to "accessibility and emergency services and cyclone infrastructure to be incorporated as part of new and
existing Greenfield development".

7

Canal estates may only be located within restricted areas (maritime development area, aquaculture development area
or port).

8

Canal estates allowed subject to Policy No. DC 1.8. An update to this policy has been approved for advertising and
contains a less permissive approach to canal developments.

9

The relevant policy talks about managing areas so that the need for engineering or remediation works are minimised.

10

For example, in Victoria the policy states, "New development that may be at risk from future sea level rise and storm
surge events will not be protected by the expenditure of public funds": Victorian Coastal Strategy (2008), p 38.

11

The Act directs decision makers in certain instances to "have regard to the potential impacts of climate change relevant
to the decision or action" including the consideration by the Minister of a draft state coastal strategy and the
endorsement by the Minister of a coastal action plan under the Coastal Management Act 1994 (Vic). The requirement
also applies to a recommendation of the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) in relation to a State Environment
Protection Policy (SEPP) under section 16 of the Environment Protection Act 1970 (Vic); and the issue or refusal by the
EPA of a works approval or licence under sections 19B and 20 respectively of the Environment Protection Act 1970
(Vic); and Ministerial decision (grant, refuse, revoke) in relation to regional catchment strategies and special area plans
under the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 (Vic).

12

See, for example, the discussion in Sophie Osborn and Rebecca Hughes (2010), "Climate change and the increasing
importance of coastal hazard vulnerability assessments in Victoria" Local Government Reporter, August 2010, p 49.

13

However, not in all cases. Importantly, some jurisdictions have state-wide planning policies and instruments that form
part of local planning schemes while others do not. Because the scope of this report is confined to an analysis of statelevel laws and policies and does not extend to regional and local planning policies or instruments, this means that a
complete analysis of the extent to which CCC risks are provided for in planning systems, and risk management
strategies given effect to in planning systems, across all jurisdictions is not possible. To ameliorate this, in some
instances we have provided examples of regional and local planning provisions that address CCC risks. These
examples are intended to give the reader an indication of the type of provisions included in regional and local level
instruments, but they are not necessarily representative, and are not a result of a comprehensive survey.

14

Productivity Commission (2011), Performance Benchmarking of Australian Business Regulation: Planning, Zoning and
Development Assessments: Research Report, Australian Government, available at
http://www.pc.gov.au/projects/study/regulationbenchmarking/planning/report.

15

Note that the Queensland Coastal Hazards Guidelines include a mapping methodology to assist local government to
determine "coastal hazards areas" and Queensland coastal hazard maps have been prepared.

16

The state planning agencies, and in some cases the state coastal body, have generally set projected SLR figures having
regard to the IPCC Assessment Reports and technical advice prepared by coastal and climate change agencies and
advisory groups (including the CSIRO).
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17

The two situations are: (1) if, in the opinion of the Minister, the development may be inconsistent with the principles of
ecological sustainable development, adversely affect the behaviour or be adversely affected by the behaviour of the
sea, or adversely affect any beach; or (2) the Governor, on the recommendation of the Minister, may require the
Minister's concurrence for specified development in the "coastal zone": if, in the opinion of the Minister, the development
may be inconsistent with the principles of ecological sustainable development, adversely affect the behaviour or be
adversely affected by the behaviour of the sea, or adversely affect any beach; or the Governor, on the recommendation
of the Minister, may require the Minister's concurrence for specified development in the "coastal zone": section 39(2) of
Coastal Protection Act 1979 (NSW).

18

Section 60 of the PE Act.
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Ibid.
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Also included in the VPPs is a requirement to consider, as relevant, Future Coasts: Coastal climate change
vulnerability mapping.

21

Section 60 of the PE Act.

22

Section 12(2)(a) of the PE Act.

23

Section 12(2)(b) of the PE Act.

24

Sections 313 and 314 of the SPA.

25

To help local governments prepare a coastal hazard adaptation strategy, the Queensland Government, Local
Government Association of Queensland and Townsville City Council are conducting a pilot coastal hazard adaptation
strategy for Townsville. The project is funded under the Australian Government Coastal Adaptation Decision Pathways
Program and is due for completion mid-2012.

26

Due to the fact that a review of regional and local plans and policy documents is outside the scope of this report, we
cannot comment on the extent to which these state-wide, high-level policies have been implemented into South
Australia's planning system at a regional or level.

27

Local councils are required to align the Development Plan for their region with the Planning Strategy for South Australia
as relevant to that region and to produce a Strategic Direction Report every 5 years and within 1 year of a significant
alteration to the Planning Strategy, and outline a program of Development Plan amendments to implement alignments.
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Section 35(5) of the Development Act 1993 (SA).

29

Parliament of South Australia, Coastal Development: Sixty-First Report of the Environment, Resources and
Development Committee (2007), p 12.
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Validated by the State Coastal Policy Validation Act 2003 (Tas).

31

Section 13 of the SPP Act.

32

Section 63 of the LUPA Act.

33

Section 14(1) of the SPP Act.

34

A special planning order is an order made by the Tasmanian Planning Commission providing for any of the matters for
which a planning scheme may provide. The Commission may make a special planning order if it considers that there
are contradictions in, or inconsistencies between, the provisions of a planning scheme, or it is necessary to introduce
planning provisions for an area for which a planning scheme is not in force or will cease to operate, and the general
planning scheme provisions would result in an unacceptable delay in addressing these matters.

35

Except any area of land for which another planning scheme applies (such as the Town of Jabiru), or which is specified in
the NT Planning Scheme as being excluded.

36

As already noted, due to the limitations of this report, we have not canvassed local level planning mechanisms such as
zones, overlays and setbacks or buffer zones except to the extent that they appear in state or territory policies. Even
where such local level planning tools do not contain specific reference to CCC risks, they are being used by local
councils to address CCC risks. For example, in Victoria local councils are using overlays covering flooding and land
subject to inundation, which trigger a requirement to obtain a planning permit in a floodplain or low-lying area, to force
developers to undertake coastal hazard vulnerability assessments that require assessment of CCC risks. These factors
must be kept in mind when reading the examples given.

37

Three nautical miles or approximately 5.5 km from mean low water mark.

38

See the National Coast Vulnerability Assessment Report (DCCEE 2009 and the 2007 IPCC Report).

39

This Table has been reproduced from Communities and Local Government (2010), Planning Policy
Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk (March 2010), p 15, available at
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/planningpolicystatement25.pdf.
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40

Global Climate Change: Coastal Climate Change and Adaptation – A Sea Level Rise Risk Assessment for Cape Town,
available at
http://www.capetown.gov.za/en/EnvironmentalResourceManagement/publications/Pages/Reportsand.aspx#globalclimat
echange.

41

Horst Sterr, "Assessment of Vulnerability and Adaptation to Sea-Level Rise for the Coastal Zone of Germany" Journal of
Coastal Research (2008) 24:2, pp 380–393. See also Cullen cited in Daniel Farber, "The Challenge of Climate Change
Adaptation: Learning from National Planning Efforts in Britain, China and the United States" UC Berkeley Public Law
Research Paper No. 1789194. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1789194, which suggests that "[w]hat used
to be a one hundred-year flood in New York City is now an eighty-year flood and may be a twenty-year flood by midcentury" (at p 8).

42

Ministry for the Environment and the Flood Risk Management and River Control Review Steering Group (2008),
Meeting the Challenges of Future Flooding in New Zealand, available at
http://www.mfe.govt.nz/publications/land/meeting-challenges-of-future-flooding-in-nz/meeting-challenges-of-futureflooding-in-nz.pdf.
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UK Communities and Local Government (2010), Planning and Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk,
available at http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/planningpolicystatement25.pdf.

44

Section 149 of the EP&A Act and section 56B of the CP Act.

45

Section 199 of the EP Act.

46

Farber, supra note 42, p 3.

47

The doctrine of accretion provides that land which is gained through the gradual alluvion of the sea belongs to the owner
of the adjoining land and not the Crown. By contrast, under the doctrine of avulsion where a sudden recession of the
sea leaves an uncovered area of land, that land will belong to the Crown. Where land is gradually and imperceptibly
encroached upon by the sea (erosion), property to the (now underlying) land reverts from the adjoining landowner to the
Crown. These laws are modified in New South Wales by the CP Act.

48

The public trust doctrine provides that certain resources (including the foreshore) are preserved for public use and
cannot be appropriated for private use. It is often invoked to support a public right to unimpeded access to the
foreshore.

49

Sections 173-181 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 (WA).

50

Note that some types of acquisition of land for a public purpose do not amount to injurious affection under section 152
and 153 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 (WA).

51

Kelley Jan Cartis (2007-2008), "Florida on the Coast of Climate Change: Responding to Rising Seas", 31 Environs:
Environmental Law & Policy Journal 157, at p 188.

52

Ibid, p 190.

53

Ibid pp 190-191. See also Megan Higgins (2008), "Legal and Policy Impacts of Seal level Rise to Beaches and Coastal
Property", Sea Grant Law and Policy Journal 43. Further international examples can be found Victorian Planning and
Environmental Law Association Coastal Climate Change Advisory Committee (2010), Reference Group Briefing Report,
available at http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/34375/VPELA_Briefing_Paper.pdf.

54

In New South Wales emergency works must be in accordance with principles, certificates or directions of the specialist
coastal agency and in Queensland the usual approval may be required after the fact.

55

At p 24.

56

Ibid, p 26.

57

Coast Protection Board South Australia (1991), Policy on Coast Protection and New Coastal Development.

58

Page vii and section 13.9, pp 145-146.

59

For further recommendations for New South Wales see Environmental Defender's Office of New South Wales (2011),
Audit of sea level rise, coastal erosion and inundation legislation and policy, Sydney Coasts Council Group.

60

Part 10 of the Property Agents and Land Transactions Act 2005 (Tas) requires a seller to disclose a local government
certificate relating to planning permits and zoning and the agent of the seller has an obligation to disclose any
information that the agent knows or ought reasonably to know is likely to affect a purchaser's decision to purchase the
land. These provisions have not commenced.
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